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ABSTRACT
The Exchange Distrid, once a vital part of Winnipeg's industrial distriCr, has been
stniggting with disinvestment due largely to the shift fmm manufaduring-based to the
service- and technobgically-based econorny in the city.

This process of de-

industrialiration has ttansformed the wamhouse strudums in the Exchange Distrid, to
the point where they have becorne obsokte and no longer ewnomically viable. Despite
efforts from al1 three ieveis of govemment to rsjuvenate the Exchange Distrid, the

.
t

process has been very slow and, to a large extent, unnoticeable. However, over the
years, the area has been transfoming slowty into an arts distrid. This thesis examines

the importance of arts in urban life in general, and in Winnipeg's Exchange District in

particular, through the proposal of a 'biennial' (a bi-annual international art exhibition)
that might ad as catalyst in this area's transformation into an artist viltage/center. Case
studies of biennials in cities such as Newcasüe upon Tyne in England, Kassel in

Gennany, and Venice in ltaly are compared with respect to the social and economic
impacts they have on the cities- Interviews with key players in Winnipeg such as

plannerç, architeds, cultural woricers and stakehdders on the topic of a hypothetical
biennial focused on the potential social, cuitutal and economic impacts of a biennial in
order to address the central question of whether a biinnial might be beneficial to the

Exchange Distrid and, by extension, to the City of Winnipeg. HighligMed are a number
of recommendations, ifa formal proposal for a biennial in the Exchange District were to
be developed.
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CHAPTER 1:INTROOUCTfON
1.1 Objectives
Arts and cutture play vital roks in urban devdopment and toutim, but one of thdr main

effects is the improvement of the quality of urban life. One of the goals in urban

revitalization is to transfom. through artistic and cuitural adivitiis, a ddining

neighbortioad into a Iivable and a culturally enriching environment. Art is a part of
urban developrnent in many a i e s and revitalization policies. The most noticeable
policy is the levying of a 'Percent for Art" policy whereby deveiopers allocate one to'four

percent of their developrnent projed msts to a public art projed. But such a policy is
limited M e n it cornes to the renewal of the entire core area, and &en is not applicable
to an historic district. I feel that the mle of arts and cuiture in urban renewal has been

underestimated. In order to revitalize a city into an exciting and liveîy area through
artistic activities, the integration between art and u h n renewal needs to be looked at
as the forefront rather than the backdrop of urban revitalization processes.

The

purpose of a biecniat &en focuses on the exhibition of mntemporary visual art as

creating an opportunity for artistic and cultural exchange among different countries.

I intend to argue that a biennial can also k sttategically tieà to urban renewal wÏth
many social, cultural and emnornic benefits. This thesis then Mers a preliminary effort

to investigate the potential for a biennial to aid in the revitalization of Winnipeg's
Exchange District. Ephemeral events (such as a biennial which lasts from one to three
months and takes place every second year) require long and comprehensive planning
processes in order to become successful worid events. Questions that

need to be

addressed in organizing a biennial in the Exchange Distrid indude: how applicabk is it
to hold events such as a biennial in the Exchange District; how can an event such as a

biennial be utilized as an urban revitaikation strategy; what msources am availabk for
the development of a biennial in Winnipeg; are resources availabk outside the &y; and

how can those resources be bmugM into the cRi, An objedive

of this research is to

develop a research agenda for further work that would need to be undertaken to
prepare any proposal for a biennial in Winnipeg's Exchange District.

1.2 Organization of the thesis

This thesis focuses on arts and culture as integral parts of urban revitalization, with
particular interest on the establishment of a biennial to ad as catalyst in transforming
urban areas. Chapter two focuses on the Exchange Distria, first presenting the history
of the area in order to explain why the Exchange District is chosen as a specific site.
Upon studying the existing legislative and proposed revitalization strategies, this

chapter explains how none of the strategies proposed standing alone can revive the

District sufficiently.

Chapter three reviews literature on arts and urban development

- how arts have served

as an integral part of urban revitalization in other d i e s . The first section of the chapter

fooks at art and the human condition and examines the importance of art in relation t0
spiritual well-being.

The second sedon looks at art and city development and

investigates the arts' contribution to urban development.

The final section in this

chapter looks at aR and urban ecorromy. It examines how ewnomic spin&

accrue

through the integraüon of art and urban development.

Chapter four introduœs the idea of the development of a biennial in the Exchange
District in the City

of Winnipeg. This chapter further defines a biennial, the theme and

objectives of the exhibition by examining three case studies: mTyneInternational
Exhibition for Conternporary A f in England, 'Documenta" in Germany, and 'Venice
Biennialewin ttaly. The purpose of the case studies is to provide the readers a cofttext
regarding the nature of a biennial M o r e examining the possibility of tying the event to
urban revitalization in the Exchange District.

Chapter five presents the intewiews that were conducted for the purpose of explofing
the potential of organizing a biennial in the Exchange District.

Issues, such as the

applicability of a biennial in the Exchange District and how to integrate such an event
with an urban revitalization strategy, were addressed during the interviews with a total

of eleven respondents from a wide spectrum of professionals and stakeholders.

Chapter six re-examines the notion of art's potential in reviving urban life and whether
the development of a biennial could contribute to the revitalization of the Exchange

District and, by extension, help to estabtish a sense of ownership and identity for the
comrnunity.

The revitalization of the Exchange District would require partnerships

among governrnent and non-govemmental agencies, the private sector, the
stakeholders and the residents, particulatly if it were to undertake such a major event

such as the biennial. This chapter explores the question of how to integrate a biennial
with urban revitalization in the Exchange District. Successful devdopment of a biennial

would depend on the collaboration and involvement of a wide range of organaations,
including the municipal govemment and the local community.

A

list of

recommendations is made at the end of this chapter for this purpose.

Chapter seven concludes the thesis by reiterating the purpose of the study, the reasons
for choosing the Exchange District as a specific site, the importance of arts in w

n

developrnent, the nature of a biennial, the process of addressing certain pertinent
issues through interviews with stakehoklen and professionals, and finally, the planning
mechanisms necessary to tie a biennial with the revitalkation of the Exchange District.

1.3 LimÏtations of the thesis

At the outset of this investigation, it must be acknowiedged that it is difficuit to measure
the social and economic impact of biennials since there is a fack of research on
biennials in relation to urban revitalizatiori. In addition, most international art exhibitions
have been held outside Canada in countries such as the US., Bntain. Gerrnany, and in
some Asian countries. The case studies of previous biennials are based on limited

findings in journal articles and magazine reviews and most of these reviews on
biennials are written fmm the perspective of art historians, critics and curators rather
than the perspectives of planners, anthropologists or sociologists. Finally, it is important
to note that this proposal of a biennial does not intend to cure ail social and economic
ills. It is also not the purpose of this thesis to generalize trends and assume that al1 the

people in the Mes profit from the change. Hawever, the onset of change rnay tum into
sustained redeveiopment, and beneRs may wentuaHy fitter down.

Site-Map of the Exchanged District
(Map is not to scale. lt was originally plotted at 1:2800. Source: lnfbrrnation Sysfem
Services Division, The City of Wnnipeg, 1999)

Map of the Exchange District in relation to the City of Winnipeg
(Map is not to scale. The boundary of fhe Exchange District shown hem is
approximately 0.320 square kilometers. Source: Planning Department, City of
Winnipeg, 1990)

CHAPTER 2: THE EXCHANGE DISTRICT AS SPECIFiC SITE
2.1 Why th8 Exchange Dktrlct u th@ spmcinc s

b

Winnipeg was one of the fastest growing North American citiss at the tum of the
twentieth çentury; the aty fiourished and had eamd a re-on

as the 'Chicago ofthe

North" (Heritage Winnipeg Corporation, 1989, p. 8). There were a number of architeds
who came from Chicago to pradics in Winnipeg, and,

architects were strongly influenced by the Chi-O

at the same time, most local

style in arctritedural design. Most

examples of this style of work exist today in the Exchange District. The Exchange
District is one of the most historically intact turn-of-the-century commercial distrids on
the continent (Heritage Winnipeg Corporation, ibid.).

Attractive architecture enhances the value of devdopments for years to corne. Them
are approxirnately one hundred twenty-six buildings within the boundary of the

Exchange District (amounts to 0.320 square kilometers). The City of Winnipeg's
Buildings Conservation List shows that there are ninety-seven buildings that are
designated with historic status in the area (Buildings Conservation List, 1999).
However, in the past two decades, the Exchange District has been experienang
disinvestment with most of the warehouse buiMings valued at under-market prices. A
large number of the buildings are underutilized or have become vacant.

Many

warehouse structures in the District have been left without proper repairs and some
have become vulnerable to intrusion, th&, vandalism and arson.

Lombard Avenue, looking west

Winnipeg's commercial center flourished and eamed its reputaoon as the

."

%hicago of the North (Source: Heritage Winnipeg, 1989, Cover page.)

Princess Street at William Avenue

Bannatyne Avenue at King Street

Many warehouse structures in üte Ditrict were left without proper repairs and

became vulnerable to intrusion, the& vandalkm and arson.
(Source: Louisa Garbo)

Aithough the architecturai h e m 8 in the &change District is very Young if judgd by
the world's standards, the historical significance of Winnipeg's former commemiai
district carries syrnôdic meaning.

ldentity b intimatdy tied to memory, as Malcolm

Miles points out (Miies, 1997, pp. 105-131)- The neighborhood of the Exchange District
encompasses bath personal msmories, such as whem we have m e from and where
we have dwelt, and collective and social meînoties. Colledive and social mernoms

connect us with the histories of our families, neighbors, culture, and people in our lives
(Miles, ibid.). Miks klievcs that urbsn iandscapss are storehouses for these a

l

memories because the pattern of our buiît environment, W h features such as streets
and buildings, frame the lives of many people and &en links many lifetimes. Buildings
are mechanisms of representation, and visual interpretation (Miles, ibid.). The historic
Exchange District represmts part of the visual history of Winnipeg's past and, togdher
with its colledive and social memories that have s u ~ v e dmany generations, it is the

reason why the community and civic leaders are stniggling to preserve and revitalüe
this Exchange District and core area.

To reverse the neglect of these hedtage buildings entails finding creative ways to

transfomi existing physid resources to refiect the current city spirit. lt is possible to
enhance social meaning in puMic places with projects that are sensitive to al1 citizens
and their diverse heritage, and to devebp public processes that mcognize both the
cuttural and polÏtical importance of the place. A socially conscious approach to urban
presewation must go beyond the techniques of traditional architedurai preservatbn to
reach broader audiences (Hayden, 1995, pp. 2-15). Revitalization of the Exchange

District process should engage social, histarical, and a d M k imagination to enhance
the area's cultural identity whidr is embeâckd in the historic urban land-p.

The

urban landscape of the Exchange Distrid c m stimuîate new appraaches to urban
design, encoumging designers, artists, and writers, as Wl as Huens, to heighten the
sense of place in Winnipeg.

tike many cities, art districts

tend to arise in low-rent areas where large spaces are

available, old warehouse buildings are often tumed into artists' lofts and gaileriet, as
well as workspaœ for small creative businesses. These art 'nodes" support Street
activities. Artists are drawn to the warehouses for reasons of low rent, the architectural
quality, their appreciation of open living and working spaces
of unfinished spaces with conctete or wood floors

- &en

the 'raw aestheücn

- and their desire of an urban life-

style (Schroeder, 1998, p. 4, Scott, 1985, pp. 1-23). Many of the artists wngregate in
the Exchange District for the sarne reasons; they become not only the stakeholders but
also the significant partners in the revitalization of the Exchange District. In addition,
the Exchange District has the highest concentration

of arüstic activities in Winnipeg.

The study conduded by Arts and Heritage Solutions shows that there are currently one

hundred and fifty-thme not-for-profit arts and cultural organizations in Winnipeg.
Approximately seventy of these organization are spreading thmughout the downtown
area with thirty-three of them dustetecl in the Exchange District (Arts 8 Heritage
Solutions, 1998). Developments and projeds that are sympathetic to the charader of
the District help the neighbodwod ta tkurish. The Federal Govemment has recenüy
declared the Exchange District a National Heritage Site, which has provideci further

The Exchange District Walking Tour map shows the ama's compactnesr and the
close proximity to activities that make up the life of the city.

Many arts,

organizations such as Plug In, Ace Art, Fioating Gallery, Main Access Gallery,
Writer's Guild, Video Pool, Winnipeg Film Gmup, Urbrir Shaman, etc. are Wted

in the District (Source: Hedtage Winnipeg, 1989. Map not to scale)

incentives for both the

City and special interest groups to worû towarû p r s s e ~ n gthis

historically signKint area in Winnipeg.

2.1 Existing legiskthre stmtegies in the Exchange District
The mechanisms curtently in place for the preservation of historic s t ~ d u r e sin

Winnipeg are quite lirnited-

At the federal level, the 1953 "Historic Sites and

Monuments Ad" does not protect designated historic sites against demolition since
such designations have no legal status. At the provincial level, Manitoba has enacted

special statutes to protect heritage sites from demolition andor unsympathetic
construction. However, there are no significant income tax incentives for renovation, as

a resutt renovated buildings have less tax benefit than new construction (Ward, 1986).

Other mechanisms used for heritage protection include local land use legislation and

land use procedures applied to historic structures, sites and distric!~. Any aiteration and
demolition on historic buildings within the city of Winnipeg are gwemed by the City of
Winnipeg Act administered by the Minister of Municipal Affairs. Any structures lsted in
the Buildings Conservation List under this Act cannot be attered or destroyed without

the CQis approval. Furthemore, there is a revitalization program in Winnipeg calieâ

The Winnipeg Core Area Initiative's Neighborhood Main Street Program administered

by the Department of Municipal Affain. One of the 13 programs under this Core Area
Initiative

- the "Historic Winnipeg Area Developrnent" - promotes the revitakation of

the Exchange District and is to be achieved through accommodation of arts groups in

vacant and undenRilized spaas. It also indudes the expansion of existing businesses,

the encouragement of new ones, and the infusion of new residential uses into
designated buildings (Ward, 1986, City of Winnipeg. 1997).

In early 1977, City Council adopted a by-law for the conservation and preservaüori of
buildings of an architedural and historical interest in Winnipeg. Subsequent by-laws in
1978 Mer further protection by mntmiling the aiteration of structures within a

designated district, and set out procedures whereby the Historical BuiMings Cornmittee
would oversee the listing process and prevent indiscriminate demolition. HerRage
Winnipeg Corporation recornmended the introduction of a grants program for the
historic district as part of the proposed Core Area Initiative urban redevefopment
project. As a result, a program of incentive grants was introduced in 1983 and it
assisted in the wave of economic renewal that began during the later part of 1980-82
recession (McDowell, 1988).

in 1986, the Province of Manitoba implemented programs and pmjeds that pmvide

financial incentives to owners of designated heritage buildings throughout the City of
Winnipeg. Two independent by-laws wete also established in order to set standards for
presewation and protection of historic stnidures. The two by-laws are the Historical
Buildings ~y-law'and the Downtown Winnipeg Zoning ~ y - l a d
(Planning Department,

The Historical Buildings By-law 1474i7ï is a By-law of the City of Winnipeg to provide for a Buildings
Conservation List and aie listing thereon of buildings, erecüons or structures deemed to be of special
architectural or historicai interest, to prohibit or regukte mir alteration, repair, dernolition or removal and to
regulate and prohibit the issuanceof dernolition pmits.
The DowntownWinnipeg Zoning By-law 4800 recognizes The Exchange Distnet as a cnaracter area
requiring specialued design review; that ail devekpments in The Excharge District am subject to design
review under the provisions of the 'Historie Winnipeg" desiin designan.

1991). Today, tax inceritives, alhough highly criticized by many dcvekpem for thsir

minimal benefits, continue to be one of the few legblated mectranisms availabk in
assisting the revitalization of the Exchange D i .

The Buildings Conservation List was established through the Historical Buildings By-law

for the purpose of providing information

on designated heritage buiiâings with regards to

their architectural andlor historical significance. The by-law also prohibits dernolition
and unsuitabk alterations without approval of the advisory cornmittee, the Hi&-l
Buildings Committee.

The Historical Buildings By-law provides guidelines on the

procedures for buiMing designdon,

regulation of alterations and repairs (Planning

Department, 1991).

While the Historical Buildings By-law Mers protedion to individual buildings or
structures, the Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-law Mers protection to an entire
heritage area known as the Exchange District.

The latter by-law requires that al1

developments in the Exchange District be reviewed by the Historic Winnipeg Advisory
Committee. In short, the Historic Winnipeg Advisory Committee ovemees development

on the exteriors of designated buildings within the Exchange District. The Historical
Buildings Committee is conœmed with the interior of the designated buildings within the
District (Planning Department, 1991).

The Planning Department administers both the Historical Buildings By-law and the

Downtown Winnipeg Zoning B y - W .

The Department also administers funding

prograrns and capital pmjects appmeâ by C
i
t
y Cound (Planning Department, 1991).
Two tax credit programs, the O o w n t m Heritage Conservation Tax C d i t and the
Heritage Conservation Tax Credit Program, am currenüy the only programs availabk to

assist renwation and dewdopment of heritage structures in the Exchange District and

according to a study done by Bridgman and Bridgman (1998), the tax incentive

prograrns are in need of sorne mîinernent.

2.2 Existing pnrposed livehodc spaces

bI

As mentioned earlier, the Exchange District is stniggling with disinvestment where a

large nurnber of buildings are k i n g undennitiued or vacant. The recyding approach
the renovation of old structures for modem uses

-

- allows a neighbohood to infuse new

life while preserving local heritage (Simpson, 1981, pp.143). An organization calleâ

Arts 8 Heritage Solutions, worlring collaboratiieiy with CentrePlan, the City of

Winnipeg's advisory body on affairs related to downfown planning and development, is
in the process of developing the Exchange D i M d into a cuiturally and econornically

viable area. However, in order to m a t e a sustainable future for the area, the Exchange
District comrnunity feels that it is important to first establish a sense of comrnunity in the
neighborhood (Schroeder, 1998). One of the attmpts in the past summer was to utilize
the existing buildings by developing them into artists' studios, galleries or
condominiums. CentrePlan also commissioned Arts and Heritage Solutions to compile
a study of the potential for developrnent of artist l i v e h r l i spaces (Schroeder, ibid.).

The study provida ideas in order to 'enhame the bmdts of the œntralization of
cultural adiviies by enwumging more artists to meet their resiâential and studio neais
in dowmtown Winnipeg' (Schroeder, 1998).

ît expbrcs the poesibility of converthg

vacant and obso+ute buildings to rssidenüal uses in order to attrad a permanent
population in the a m , and to crwte vibrant urban life adivitms which continue in the
evenings (City of Winnipeg, 1997). This study piovides insight on the feasibility of the
artist livehvorlt community development by utilking the existing building stock in the
warehouse district.

The study explores fadots such as finanaal incenthes:and

assistance that will make this type of comrnunity development possible and discusses
briefly issues such as gentrification and duplication of existing initiatives.

As pointed out in the same study. the idea of the development of artists live/wor)r

spaces is not new and it has been successful in many other M i s . Furthemore, there

is a stmng interest among the stakeholders in the community to develop the Exchange
District into an artist viliage/center; this consensus can be found in the findings of the
study (Schroeder, 1998, p. 8).

This village-like sating was inspired by the new

urbanism doctrine in urban planning and design.
encompasses 'n-taditional

The terni 'new

urbanism"

dwelopmerf as well as "traditional neighbomood

design", and refen to a movement which holds strong b d i i that the buiit environment
is to create a 'sense of communit)c (Talen, 1999, pp. 1361-1480, Christoforidis, 1994,

Duany and Plater-Zyberfr, 1992, pp. 3-51). As new urbanism p m o t e r Laon Kner
maintains, the philosophy inherent in a village-like community is not simply an
architectural paradigm but a 'social synthesis.' which will ultimatdy give way to a

wmpletdy reconstnrdd public malm ( W r , 1991, p.119). The s o u dodrine of new
urbanism theataes the enofmous dect bc8i envifonment ha8 on human bshavior. In
order to create the sense of cmmunity, nsw urbanism doctrine promotes specific urban
design that indudes the mixed-use of land for business, commrcial and resiâeritial
property, al1 within the proximity of the corn area. This al-

people to walk between

residenœs, businesses, and wor)cplacss, and subsequsntfy ruâuces the use of
automobiles (Krier, ibid.). New urbanisrn seeks ta provide quality public spaœs which
encourage social interadion; spaœs that pfwide venue for chance encountersfand
serves to strengthen cornmunity bonds (Taien, ibid.).

The public spaœs in new-

urbanism encourage users to engage their sumundings, where neighbors gather
together and wmmunicate (Ellin, 1996, pp. 74-86).

This new urbanist's design

promotes the creation of a sense of community.

In order to manage further growth, the nmv urbanism movement encourages a diverse
socioeconomic mix in the community by incorporating a broad range of bath owneroccupied and rental housing types of accommodation in the core area (Christoforidis
1994). The new urbanism movement alsa pramates planning designs that emphasize

streets where pedestrians feel d e , where people can meet and children can play,
thereby strengthening the chance for social interadion. Stfwts and pedestrian paths
should c o n n e wer a short distance to work, shops, schools, and other entertainment
amenities (Talen, 1999, pp. 1361-1480, Newman, 1997).

As Thompson points out, the attradion to the Exchange O

i is its compac!ness and

the dose pmximity to activ'iies that make up the He of the city. The quality

of the

existing historic building stock,whaher historicaily designateâ or not, is excellent and
thus contributes significantly to the ambience of

the Distrid (Thompson.

1988). The

dose proximity behneen buildings and the exciting mixed-use developments Mer the
potential to transform the Exchange Distria into a village-like setting that manifests the
new urbanism movement. For exampk, the Artspacs Building on Arthur Street contains

a mix of commercial, business and residential tenants, although there is only one Ine-in
artist's studio on the top floor. A m s s the straet from the east side of the buikling are a
few coffee shops, a M d and a spedaity shop on the Main Street side of the hotei.

Further down at the corner of Albert Street and McDermot Avenue, sits another historic
building with artists' studios on the top k v d and retail shops at street leW. On the
north side of the Artspace Building is the public park known as Oid Market Square
frequented, parücularty during lunch hwr, by people who work in the area.

Aithough the social doctrine of new urbanism has been receiving growing popularity, the
relationship behHeen t o m design and sense of comrnunity is iargeiy without empirical
basis (Talen, 1999, pp. f 361-1480). This sheer la& of evidenœ in supporting the new
urbanism theory ïeaves it open to uitics' attacks of the theory being viewed as another
utopian planning ideology (Talen, ibid.). However, whether or not the Exchange Distrid
can transform into an artist's village/center, and whether or not this transformation can

support the new urbanisrn's notion of a "sense of comrnunity" through the physical

The Royal Albert Arms Hotel on Albert Sbeet

The Exchange District ofbn a village-like setbing with mixeduse developnwnts.
The Royal Alben A m 8 Hotel, for example, houses a bar and r'8staurant on the
main floor with aRlsa' studios and offices in the rest of the building.
(Source: L. Garbo)

forms of neighbortioods lies byond the s a p e of th& thesis. The focus of this thesis is
to assess the potdial of whether a biennial can ad as catalyst in f a d i n g a r e n d
process in the Exchange Di-

- an investigation into whather or not such an evmt

could capitalize on the exciting social (conwntration of culturai community) and physical
(heritage buildings) assets in the area.

2.4 An anafysis of Iegbktive strategb and proposed live4kork spaces

In tenns of legislative strategies, the Executive Dircdor of the Exchange District Biz
points out that one of the main pmbiems with tax incentive programs is the criteria by

which a building Gan be âesignated as a hefitage sttudure.

Unfortunately, the

application process for designation is extremely time-consuming and the administrative
burden on the owner hinders the incentive for redeveiopment. He also cornrnetnts that,
in the overall scheme of things, the tax incentives d e r very little bnefits for building
owners3.

The main problem confronting the proposed development of artist l i v e h r k spaœ in the
Exchange District, according to the developers and property owners, is the existing
building codes which presents banien ta buiMing omets in modernking the

warehouse buildings.

The Historical Buildings By-laws intended to protect historie

stnictures inadvertently create fuRher restrictions on the redeveloptnent of designated

structures (Thompson, 1988). Another issue that wnœms this artistic community is
gentrification. Most of the artists who are cunsnüy msiding in the District worry that
-~

Telephone interview with the Execuüue Director of Excharige D i i BIZ in Mach, 1999.

their rents will increase during the proœss, shouid the value of the properties increase
after redevelopmsnt (Schiiosder, 1998, p. 7).

According to the municipal planner in the Exchange Distrid, the issue of gentfikation
may not be a serious conœm in this area. The msïdential market for loft living in the

cote area has not been feceiving much support. Even if the idea of downtown loft I ~ n g
has become the trend in Winnipeg, he d-dt

exped to see developers to increase the

rent in the area so much so that it will push out the exMing tenants. There will likeÿ be
a displacement issue rather than gentririion. Oisplacement of residents, whether

they are gentrifying ariists or the poor and unemployed being priœâ out of the area, is
one of the systematic conditions of gentrification when properües are redeveloped for
proftable reinvestmemt (Deutsche, 1991, pp.45-66). The Exchange District is ~ ~ m t n t l y

a very transient area, the planner does not nik out the potential for a number of artists
who reside in the Oistrid to be disphced due to subsequent rent inmases.

Although the City and property-owners have tried for years to revitalize the Exchange
District, to increase the rents astmnomically and drive out existing tenants would n d

make economic sense. As the planner points out, under the existing by-law for heritage

development, the degree of land value increase will be at a gradua1 pace in order not to
push out any existing tenants, and the impact of inwase in property values willnot be

suffkient to trigger the gentrification process. If the city decides to 'evaluate" the zoning
regulations in order to encourage mixeduse developrnents, commercial tenants offen
indirectly subsidize the nsidential rent within the same building which, in tums, helps to

increase retum in inveshi#nt'.

This mixed-use tbvdopmrlt aonœpt is, indeed,

endorsed by CentrePlan. fheir 'Exchange Distnd Strategic Action Plan' statement
encourages building convenions and radewbpment of exkting buildings by elirninsüng
or reducing building code obstacies (Cityof Winnipeg 1997, pp. 13-18).

The duplication of efforts is also seen as a minor conœm, espeaally in the werall

scheme of things. The planner stresses the( the ammunity rrcognues the casting
organizaüon, Artspace Inc., which has been providing conveited iuft living in the area.
A good way to avoid the patential duplication of efforts is to bring Artspace on board at

the beginning of the strategic planning process. In ternis of development that mqht
threaten to destmy the charader of the District, the pianner adds that the City is working
hard to maintain the artistic flavor of the Distrid. The devekpmnt cornmittee will nat
p e n i t any development th& will alter or destroy the chancter of the Exchange District

(Le. bringing in big-box development, big-chain commercial

or retail businesses).

The legislad urban revitalization strategies are insufficient on their own. and the
proposed strategy spearheaded by CentrePlan, that aims to transfomi the Exchange

District into an artists' village/œnter by promoting the conversion of the warehouse
buildings into lofts for living spaoas, is still in its infancy. Fortunately, the revitalization of
the Exchange Diotrid has gained strong support from the naw mayor, Glen Murray. In
a forum hosted by CentrePlan îast year entitted, "Building Blocks," Gien Murray, then

the City Counàlor for Fort Rouge ward. refemrd to rnany d the issues disuiorad earikr

Personal interview with the municipal pîanner in August 1999.

in this thesis.

Murray recommendd tha! the H-e

Consenration Tax Credi

Program be expandecl to a W y non-discreüon~automatic tax uedi program" in

order to Mer better incentives for building m e n in the District to mnovate or upgrade
their properties (City of Winnipeg, 1998). His other rscommsridathn was to encourage
the city to becorne a significant tenant and to support residenüai deveiopment in the
downtown area as well as in the Exchange Distrid. Murray promotes the city,taking
the lead in changing the building codes where cost prohibitive requirements neeâ to be
modified and need to Mer flexibility for satisfying safety standards, as well as econbmic
needs. Murray encourages the adoption of the European conœpt of village zoning

which allows mixed use deveiopment with low vehicular traffi and an environment
which is enjoyable for pedestrians. In addition, he stresses that the transportation
system should be supportive of the heritage district by providing friendly and
sustainable inter-downtown service (City of Winnipeg, 1998). City officiais need to reexamine zoning mgulations in the Exchange District if they want to encourage
residential and/or further mixed-use developrnent in order to utilire fully the existing
building stock in the area and to increase the area's ecanomic growth.

It i
s tempting to be pessimistic about the revitalkation of the Exchange District, since
most existing programs that the city initiated in the past seem to be either taking too
long for implernentation or the resuit is not signifmnt enough to have made an impact
in the renewal of the District. However, for the first time in the District's history, city

leaders are viewing the revitalization of the Exchange District as a priority. Councifor
Glen Murray fought hard to preserve heritage buildings when he was the Chairperson

on the Historic Buildings Cornmittee. He had bng been promoting strategies to bring
business and tenants to the downtown areas, and also advocated mixeâ-use
development in order to incrsase dhtedty and use in the city's urban center. Now that
Glen Murray has takm office as the City's Mayor, this shouid increase public confidence
and anticipation of significant changes in the Exchange Distrid.

The political commitment in the revitalization in the Exchange Distrid provides

opportunities for new ideas and projeds in support of the area's renewal. The suwith the reœnt Pan American Garnes has inspired citizens of Winnipeg to be more

open to the organization of international events being held in the city.

The Pan

American Games provided an excellent example of how international events can mate
positive impact on cuttural, social and economic leveis. Oowntown communities and
local govemment are now eager to iend support so that new events and festivals can be

promoted and deveioped in Winnipeg in the near future.

2.5 Summary on the Exchange DbûW as the specific sitm

Urban development takes many forms, and not al! efforts are socially beneficial nor
ecunomically guaranteed to be profitable. Some projeds are roofed in a local area and
its wmmunities - they might address the dedine of a particular locality of the buiit
environment; other pro-

daim a location on an international scope (Miles, 1997, pp.

105-131). Art in urban developrnent aids this socially divisive process by infusing its

aesthetic quality into the community. Controversy mer aR is sometimes weîcome sina
it Mers distraction from social stress; but Miles wams us that in ignoring the soca
il

impact of deveiopmant, art will only be adding to the consaquent social fragmentation
(Miles, ibid.). It is important to point out that intemational ev-

that rsquire large fiscal

budgets are &en open to criücism and skeptkbrn since there is a nsk of not getüng
sufficient return in investment. An international art exhibition in the Exdange District
sounds nsky and evm outrageais, particularly to the artisticaîly disinterested crowd.
However, if given the rigM political, economic and social dimate, like the 1999 Pan
American Games, it may be possible to integrate a biennial in the revitalkation of the
Exchange District.

In order to foster social and economic growt)i, it is crucial to have a planning process
that encourages local residerits to take awnership of their neighborhood by beaming

actively involved in the revitalization process. The establishment of an artist's village
provides opportunities for the local art communitii to cdlaborate in builâing a
sustainable future for the neighborhood.

In addition, an artist's village has great

potential for attrading permanent tenants, pmviding employment in both the cuitural
and service industries, and, at the same time, spumng rehabilitation of historical

buildings. According to Kevin Lynch, 'distnds," like the Exchange District, are the
medium-to-large

of the city that the observer can mentally enter the 'inside oP

which are recognizable as having some comrnon, identifying character.

Always

identifiable fmm the inside, the district's exterior is also used for visible reference fmm
the outside (Lynch, 1997, pp. 46-90). The deveiopment of an artist's center or village in

the Exchange Oistrid will hetp to add expression, meaning and i d e m to the
neighborhood. An arts district adds true interest and excitement to the downtown corn

(Atkinson, Maumen 8 Williams, 1990, W . 24). and the damiopment of an a W s
center or village may, by the same token, bring excitement to the City of Winnipeg.

Obsolete buildings offtn find a second iife as museums and galkries. Artists, dealan
and private colledon have long recognized the potential of warehouse buildings as
spaces for studios, showraoms and cdkdions (Scott, 1995, pp.1-23).

Since the

Exchange District Mers a ttigh concentration of venues for contemporary art in the city,

and since its architadural quality creates a visually powerful placs as a backdrop'and
container for contemporary art acüvities, the Oisttid becornes the suitable candidate in
hosting an international art event, such as a biennial.

The biennial wouM help

strengthen the Exchange Distrid by transfominçj the area into a concentration of art
"nodes"; that would becorne the focus, hrrther defining the character of the District, and
transfoming it into an artist a r e , or œnter. In addition, international art exhibitions rnay
add flavor to the Distrid, which is the essence of what would make this neighborhood
special to all, while at the same tirne farniliar to those who already Iive there.

CHAPTER 3: ARTS IN URBAN REVlTALIZATK)N STRATEGIES

Cities ara living en-s.
Downtown by its very nstutw is the hesrt of any
city, and downlom, msidents an, key to iîs h d t h .
(Munay, 1998)

Traditional approaches in urban revitalkation have &en f o w s d on rehabilitating a
neighbortrood through various pmgrams such as housing, employment training,
community investrnent. etc.
environment al-

However, asiâe from economic concems, an urban

manifests social and psychoiogical dimensions.

Society must

acknowiedge that what the community needs in order to sunrive, and what it needs in
order to flounsh may be two different things ( I g n M , 1984). In addition, an individual's
basic needs do not nec8ssatily make for a good Iife if spiritual heatth is left out of the
picture. Revitalizing a dedining neïghborhood must go beyond the traditional approach
of architectural preservation; ît must involve creative ways to interpret buildings as part

of the flow of mntemporary urban life (Hayden, 1995, pp. 2-15).

In this research 'art' is defined as a critical series of investigations into different media,
and art refers particularfy to contemporary visual art in this context (Le. paintings,

sculptures, installations, computer-generated art, etc.).

The proposai of the

development of an international art exhibition, in this case, Mers to the exhibition of
contemporary visual art. The word 'arts' is defined in the sense of artistic and other
creative forms of investigative acüvii, induding the written word, the stage, picturs and
sound; in other words, the enjoyment of drarna, dancing, music, literature, visual arts is
uppennost here (Unesco, 1980). 'Culture' is used as a synonym to the terni 'arts' in this

mntext- The word 'art' is used to describe acüvitk that a n enjoyed by a qmMc type
of audience. The end producb can be esoteric and provocahe in nature. 'Arts' and

'cukure', in this context, serve a b-r

a u d m and the cnadive adiviti such as

dance, music, and Iiteratum, wtiich to a largu extent cater to the masses, lead to the
terni 'popular cutture."

3.1 Art and the human condition
Let us now look at art in rehtiin to the human condition. Simpson points out t h 4 the
non-artistic work available in our soaety is driven heavily by the market econorny and

bureaucratie stagnation which tie the individual's perceptions of tangible or material
things to a rulebook and cash register (Simpson, 1981, pp.1-73). Work constitutes a
major part of people's pattern of Me.

Difkrent social groups also f o m distinctive

patterns of life in cornmon that give th-

a sense of identity. In our present-day

we, thmugh bath our conscious and subcoriscious mind, continue to suppress the
unfamiiiar and reinforce living within a unifomi pattern of life. Paradoxically, many
differençes remain, pmiding the nsosssary conditions for cuîtural muîtiplicity and
pfuralism. It is thmugh arüstic expressions when the gap between the stagnant pattern
of life is bndged with the un-fixated nom (Unesco, 1980, pp. 1-30). A report, enütled
"Culture and Working

Me: Experiences h m Six European Countries" (1980) and

conducteci within the framewortc of Unesco collaboration, supports art exhibitions which
provide an opportunity to inform, to criticize or to stimulate discussion. Culture, in this
case, becomes the pattern

of life that encompasses the artistic and other foms of

creative and expbrative aaMties.

Haroid Williams describes arts as a means of

expressing imagination and M i n g , the foundalion and the framework of culture,
Oryilliams, 1995, pp. -8).

He stresses lna the arts offer a univemai langu-

thmugh which individuab can share cunrnon as@Wons, and to be oonvenant with the
arts is to ôe a civilireci person (Wiliams, ibid.)

From the viewpoints of the art comrnunity (canprised of the cmators and iriformed
audiences) aestheücaily appealing and powerfuly depicted new imagery pushes the
horizons of reality away from us all, expanding the "civilized consciousness" (Simpson,
1981, pp. 1-13). Creative

work encourages -na1

growth and the devekpment of

individuality which is fostered by mason and motion through artistic exp~ssions.
Artistic work reawakens perfonners and viewon to the motional and visual realm of a
greater reality. This enlightenment is inhersntly shareabk and uplifting (Simpson, ibid.).

The relationship behmcn art and our human condition is k s t explained in Cyril Wech's
work. Welch states that what we n e d most is for ouf particular involvement with things

and people, whatever it happens to be at the moment, to becorne "definite", Le., f o m
itseif into a 'Yinite whok' (Wekh, 1982, pp. 23-45). To give an illustration of what Wekh

means by a *finite whole": instead of having w r daily superfic'il chat with our
colleagues over coffee, the conversation might tum unexpectediy into sorne fofm of
philosophical discussion

- such as why should we belisve in mcyding in order to save

our ecosystem. In other words, the discourse suddenly takes a definite shape in its
entirety. The result might even kad to a recyâing program in the office
from indefinite fom to a Yinite whole' in the process.

- a departum

Welch goes on to expîain that daily tasûs, paid or unpaid, may be simpîy a means to an
end.

Play sirnpiy bscomes avoidance fmm the strain of pending tadcs.

Our

involvement in sports or hobbies more easily provides instructive exampies for niledian
on the possibility of a finite whoie. He uses exampies of piaying on the tennis court or
working in the basement with our t d s .

Each moment can be mmplete in itseif.

However, he states that w r interest in those moments l i i in the situation rather than
beyond it. Our daily vocational tasks do not wohm into any f o n of happening, and
often can appear to be quite empty. In this case, we lose ourselves and also-ïose
contact with what is or should be there raîher than corne to ourseIves and find things

there (Welch, 1982, pp. 2345). Welch points out that it is our responsibility as human
beings to not only fuifiIl our daily tasks

- achieving the ~ d e n e s s , 'but also to aspire to

-

define ourseives the LYinitemin this regard (Weich, ibid.).

Welch believes that art, more so than sports and hobbies, contributes precisely to the

formation of a "finite whok" because art hao the 'ability" to convey and the 'audacity" to
depict or capture precisely

what happens in any situation, be it one of work, one of play,

or one of suflenng. AR offen the mechanism needed to link the human condition to this

"finite whole.' Indeed, it is through art that we kam to ncognüe 'pienitude,' 'divenity,'
and 3ogethemess.' To give another example, l use the painting of The Third of May"
by the Spanish painter Francisco Goya (1746-1828). This painting is to commanorate
the execution of a group of Madrid citizens, and depids the

m a g e behavior of the

French troops crushing the hopes and resistanœ of the Spanish. At this point, the
painting shows preciseiy what happened in a given moment which se-

the

"The Third of May" by Francisco Goya (1746-1828)
(Source: Jason and Jason, 1977)

"wholeness" of the painting. The feelings of honor, âespair and detianœ am evident,
and evoke intense motions; it enguh us in a world of its own and makes us examine
our thoughts. This is what Wekh describes as the Vinitemof the painting. Wdch daims

that if Mat we need most is the formation of a "finite whoie,' then we need art most of

-

al1 art becornes a desb'ny (Wekh, 1982, pp. 2345).

3.2 Art and city development
Urban revitalization is not just about physical form. but lived experienœ as well. k'aloo
enjoys social and psychological dimension. The process atternpts to recapture certain
qualities that we assoaate with the 'good Eutopean traditional aty": a

sense of order,

place, continuity, wisdom, whokness and belongirtg (Buchanan, 1997, pp. 20-23). The
creative work of artists is understood by most to be of primary importance for the
weffare of society because it renews the perception and the cognition of the Miens,

preventing the onset of spiritual withdrawal. Art provides a salvation from the routines
of everyday Ife. In a -ety

driven by systernatic and conservative preference, artist

figures represent society's desire for individuafism and are capable of creating new
worlds by means of their energy and coherence of human quality (Simpson, 1981, pp.
1-13). Art is both a way to relate to life and a way to irnprove the quality of Iife and is

best experienced in the actual situation in which people live rather than in a museum

(Kepes, 1972, pp. 208-221). From the arüst's perspedive, more artists continue to be

involved in both devebping and presenting art works in puMic spaces; they also find
collaboration and communication with outside sourcas a signifiint context for their
work. Art works that resonate mVi the natural and cuîtural rhythms of a place antribute

to 'a sense of ph&

both in spaw (the urban land-)

and time (the history of the

plaœ) (Kepes, 1972, pp. 208-221 , Spirin, 1998, pp. 108-125).

Conventionai techniques employed in heritage pr#ewation and urban renewal are
inadequate to the portrayal of time and change. The integratbn of arts and culture with
urban redevelopment by the bcal govemment as an instrument of planning cari be seen
in many Eumpean aües as an integral part of the urban revitalkation pmcess (Oeben,

Musterd and Van Weesep, 1992). The urban revitalizatiin in an historic neighborhood

in Newcastle, England provides a good exampk. The development of the Newcastle
Arts Centre creates a cuitural economy by invdving architedural heritage, training in

restoration, contemporary arts and performance. The devebpment also involves
redundant industrial buildings being renwated as artists' studios (Milés, 1997, pp.1-39).

There are commercial and social objectives that the arts in one fom or another could
help to achieve in urban mdeveiopment. Lord Palumbo, the Chairrnan of the Arts
Council of Great Britain and a major property developer, talked about art as "the highest
achievernent of which the human spirit is capablen (Medtyn, 1992, pp. 52-3). Art
contributes to urban regeneration because it crsates an engagement with the pfacücal
development and its social environmemt (Medlyn, ibid.). Through art, it is possible to
create new places that capture a sense of compiexity and the undedying sochl and
political order, and, at the same time, to express a connedon W h the cuttural history of
the place. Urban renewal strategies in our contemporary socMy should, thetefore,
encourage a symphony of valistions in mponse to the condibons of a paiacular k a l e

and the needs of s p S c communiües. The muit should be a dynamic, cohemnt
whole that can continue ta evoive in mponse to changing needs and desires, and that
also connects the pressrit with the past (Spim, 1998). Contemporary reprsseritation in
the field of arts, then, Mers inspiration and the best possibility for revivai of an urban
center that can recapturs the past and, at the same time, crsate a dynamic preseriœ for
the area. Nowadays more and more interested business, govemments, and individuals

are assignecl the mie of promoting the aesthetic vitality of society by sponsoring and
assisting artists in the collaboration of revitaluing the urban cores.

Today, private and pubiic agencies are challenged to design programs suitaMe to a

diverse community that wnsists of largeiy the îaxpayers and patential audiences. An
urban revitalkation approadr that is socially and culturaliy inclusive can stimulate urban
designers, artists, as well as citizens to strengthen a sense of place in a community
(Hayden, 1995, pp. 2-15). Arts and cutture repressnt a significant f o r a in the world of
international politics, trade and cuttural tourism, and they are also important attributes of
our society in the sacial and psychological spheres. They play a vital mle in urban
developrnent and cultural tourism, but their main effect is the improvment of quality of
urban life (Holwmb & Beauregard, 1981, pp. 54-60).

Many cities in the United States

have deployed tax dollars in cukural pmgrams that rnay range fmm art exhibas,
presewation of historic buildings, to the creation of permanent public art warks and
recumng arts events. The City of Phoenix implemented its percent-for-the-arts program
in 1986. The diredor of the Phoenix Arts commission conceives art as a ?dm
of urban

planning (Blair, Pijawka, 8 Steiner.1998, pp. 221-234).

In Santa Ana, aty ollicials

moved ahead with pians to open vacant historie buildings in the downtown a m and
created an arts ampiex that inciuded galkries, housing for artbb, studio space,

theaters, photography and printing f ' l ï , ratail shops, as wdl as the new home for
the Orange County Center for Contempofary Art (Anon, 1994). Pubiic art also Mered
solutions in neighborhoods that have problsms in the City of Mihukee.

The

'Neighborhood Millennium Arts I n i t i i e , ' a citywide project spearheaded by a non-

profit organization caikd Spirit of Milwaukee. brought a m wmmunities together with

artists to collaborate on puMic arts that are identirkd with or help crsate the characlbr of
the neighborhood. As many as 10 aiüsts are invoîved in the p-ect

with grant support

of up to $50,000 US (Schuyier, 1999).

It is recognized by the

City of Winnipeg that Yhe cuitutal -or

is a vital means of

cornmunity enrichment and cultural waith is a real indicator of the city's heaithm(City of

Winnipeg, 1997).

From the local govemment's point of view, the produdion and

implementation of programs such as art in public places will not only enrich the city's
physical environment, but al=

help to provide economic opportunities in both the

employment and tourism sectors. Same p o l i 1 leaders bdieve that culture and urban
revitalization forrn excellent partnen.

They understand that the goal in urban

revitalization is to transfomi, through artistic and cuitural activiües, a dcdining
neighborhood into a livabk environment. Therefore, the idea of the deveiopmnt of a
bi-annual international art exhibition in the Exchange District as a catalyst to facilitate
this transformation swms viaW.

3.3 Arts and udmn aconomy
Arts and culture have no douM added a dimension of attradiveness to the wmmuniües

in which they thrive, and thdr efkcts may be particulady important to M e r cities
because they invdve urban tevitalization. They contribute toward changing a city's
image, retaining what downtown mil Vade remains, encouraging the tourist industry,
stimulating commercial deveiopment, and fostering community pride and spirit
(Mulcahy, 1988, pp. 268-270). Arts and culture have been increasingly cited as a
standard for defming the uniqueness of urban living. Arts organizations are important to
a city's image, enhancing its atttadiveness to residents, visitors, and business. A
cuiturally vibrant city is likely to improve its economic health because businesses are
attracted to o
lca
o
itns

with strong urban amenities. In general, cukural consumers are

good for a city since they enhance the local tax base and even participate in civic

affairs. An overwheiming rnajority of legislators have acknowfedged the importance of
arts activities for their constituents (Muicahy, ibid.).

Many North American cities capitalire on traditional attractions through arts and culture
as part of their urban redevelopment scheme. ln hoping to attract more midents and
businesses to downtown areas, many pîannen include cultural amenities and art
projects in a larger framework of their revitalization plans (Futurist,

1998).

Unfortunately, the bensfits of the arts economy, nhich spill over to many economic
sectors, are not always recognized as arts-related. Since there is no ckar evidence to
show that many business benefit from the spill-over Mect, many critics attack arts

spending and undencore the extrsmdy valuabk conttibutions of cultural

ecmOfniC8

(Mulcahy, 1988, pp. 268-270).

In order to heip understand the eooriomic bendits attributed to art and arttural events,
Mulcahy summarizes the direct, indired and induced benefits associateci with cultural
economies. The di-

bendits resulting from expanditufes by cukural institutions

inciude the contrading of services, emptoyment of people. and pmcessing of goods and

services. This economic effect M e n to the first round of spending initiated by-'arts
activities such as employee wages and salaries,local supplies of goods and services

-

the arts are a highty labor-intensive industry with the majority of spending offen within
the local wrnmunity. As a resutt, the indirect benefit is the msuh of the muhiplier effm
of spending by arts organizaüons and such an Mect spills over and npples through the
economy. This expenditure, in tum, generates more jobs, spending, and swings.
Moreover, the local businesses patronized by cultural institutions then invest in plants,
equipment, and inventory to meet institutions' demand for goods and (Mulcahy, 1988,
pp. 268-270).

The induced benefits mentioned by Mulcahy refer to the result from incidental spending

on arts activities over and above rnere ticket costs or admission charges. Arts atûaCt a
large nurnber of suburbanites and tourists to cities and it is they who make up haîf of the
typical arts audience (Mulcahy, 1988, pp. 268-270). They are &en the mnsumers who
patronize a number of services when they visit arîs events. senrices ranging from ratail
to hospitality, as well as other entertaining wents. In addition, them am also the non-

quantifiable benefits mulüng from the pressme of arts m
impact of cultural awüvity.

s that is the long-term

Fine arts Men spur new design coriœpts, industrial

inventions, and standards of exceilence. Mulcahy indicates several studies that have
identified cuîture as an important export industry for cities. Cultural tourists came wholly
or largely to patronire arts adivitiis and to purdrase art works for their acquisitions
(Mulcahy, 1988, pp. 268-270).

'The Arts as an Industry,' a 1983 analysis prepared by the Port Authority of New York

and New Jersey, put the total impact of the arts on the New York City and New YorkNew Jersey metropolitan eçonomy at $5.6 billion (McNutty, 1988, pp. 266-268). The

study identifies more than $2 billion in personal incorne and daims that 117,000 jobs in

the New York metropolitan areai have been generated through arts and cultural
activities. On average, there are about 64 million people taking part in arts-related
events and activities annually. Among these the 64 million people, 13 million are fmm
out-of-town. This group of visitors alone accounts for about $1.6 billion in spending,
which in tum generates about $150 million in regional income taxes and sales taxes.
There are $5.6 billion in oconomic adivities, which benefrts a number of industries,

particularly in the mal estate business. They also ben-

professional services such as

wholesale and retail M e , eating and dnnking establishments, hotels and personal
services, utilities, transportation, medical and education services, finance, and

insurance (McNulty, ibid.).

In Winnipeg, m r d i n g to the 'Report of The City of

Winnipeg Cultural Policy Review Panel', not-for-profit cultural organirations in the city

have spent dose to $51 rnlion in 1997 and etnpbyeâ mom than 1,900 wnrken in the

industry (City of Winnipeg, 1997, p.12).

SUMMARY OF A "PERFORIIIHNG ARTS FACIUTV STUDY IN WINNIPEG"
(Source: City of Wnnipeg, 1997, Table IX)
EMPLOYMENT PûSiïîONS:
THEATRE COMPANIES (11)

682.0

FESTIVALS 8 SPECW (11)
MUSIC ORGANIZATONS (13)
MUSEUMS & GALLERIES (18)
DANCE COMPANIES (6)

204.5

ASSOC, CO-OPERATNES & MISC. (17)

126.4

PUBLISHERS (12)
TOTAL (89)
AUDIENCE

THEATRE COMPANIES (11)
FESTIVALS 8 SPECfAl(11)
MUSIC ORGANIZATONS (13)
MUSEUMS 8 GALLERIES (18)
DANCE COMPANIES (6)
ASSOC, CO-OPERATNES 8 MISC. (77)
PUBLISHERS (12)

TOTAL (89)
OPERATiNG EXPENDITURES

THEATRE COMPANIES (1 1)
FESTIVALS 8 SPECIAL (11)
MUSIC ORGANIZATONS (13)
MUSEUMS 8 GALLERIES (18)
DANCE COMPANIES (6)
ASSOC, CO-OPERATIVES 8 MISC. (17)
PUBUSHERS (12)
TOTAL (89)

35.0
1926-1

McNuity agrees that arts and cuitural institutions amtribute to the local economy dirsdly

by empioying cultural worken and produang persanal incame and public menues in
much the sarne way that other businesses do. They aise indirsdly contribute to the

economy by generating economic muîüpliers thmugh their ditad relatinships with other
businesses. Arts and cultural organaatins not onty contribute to a Oty's image but also
to the overall investment dimate

- particuiarty when they are integral eiements of

development projeds. In addition, m e n one iwûs at the social environment in urban
development pmjeds, the existena, of arts ins4itutions heips promute avility, &rad
tourism, provide opportunities for empbyment and economic development, and, at the
same time contribute a serise of place to the area (Hudson, 1987, pp.55-ô4, McNuhy,
1988, pp. 266-268). The Tate Gallery of

Modem Art (TGMA) in London provides an

excellent example of how art institutions contribute to their citiis' social and economic
environment. The report of the Tate Gallery daims that its TGMA at Bankside is
'boosting the econorny of London. enlivening the mole of London life around the river,
and realigning the focus of leisure and toufism.'

The report also predids revenue of

close to 90 million pounds generated by the two million visitors a year (Matheou, 1995
p. 22).

Determining the economic impact of cultural resources varies, but many dies are
increasingly tecognking the direct and indirect ben-

frorn inverting in the arts. The

visual arts, theatre, music, dance, museums, and libraries am arnenity assets that make

direct contributions to the economy of the cities in which they am conœntrated. 8 y

ennching the Iives of residents while attrading visitors, amenities can exert a p~werful

indired influence on private investment. C M i i i n , as

we knaw it. is inwnœivabk

without the arts, and cities have always been the amter of artistic M

i e s (McNuW,

1988, pp. 266-268).

3.5 Summary on the arts as part of urbrn nvtblizrtkn stmtegb
In most cit'ies with organized urban rsdevekpment programs, deveioprnent ofchls
have paid at least some attention to the role of cultural resouras. In some cases,
cuttural planning has been integrated into ovemll urban deveioprnent schemes. Cdtural

planning involves collaborative public and private efforts to generate and awrdinate
artistic and cuîtural acüvities that enrich a cmmunity's quality of life in the attempt to
increase the excitement and enjoyrnent availabie in the city. In some cities this factor
has been judged important enough to warrant ambitious undertakings. Sizable, direct,

net economic benefits from arts and cultural events have been documented in relatively
few cities, such as New York, Toronto. Vancouver, and London, England (McNulty,
1988, pp. 266-268).

However, developen in many a i e s are increasingly interestcd in mixebuse projects
and are making the natural connedion with the arts. Meanwhile, the arts community is
increasingly faced with shrinking budgets and has started looking for CWpe!fative
ventures, with the resuk that more affice buildings are being mnvertsd into art galleries,
for example. Retail marketplaces are transformed into perfaming arts stages, p b s

and museums which host concerts.

The arts not only deçorate and enliven new

projeds, but also m a t e environments that attrad people willing to spend time and

money. But to get good m u b , arls integration must be pianned camfully from a
projeds inception. Business tends ta v î w support for the arts as an important and
legitimate objective for corporate spending.

As a MUR,

whem the arts and

deveropment can be linked, private msourœs are uwally avaiiable as a conventional
investment (McNulty, 1988, pp. 266-268).

In terrns of physical planning for a typkal urban redevdopment scheme, theaten,

museums, or other avic centers such as libraries are often situated in proximity:with
each other. The better they are related to the street, the m e r they can support
auxiliary activities. In the more mature historic districts in c i t i i such as New York and
Chicago, a wide v a M y of goods and services are availablt, and, especially initially,
have been in fmlds feiated to the arts, such as galîeries, cmf! shops, designers, etc.

(Hudson, 1987, pp. 55-64, Davidson, 1998). Restaurants in the district range frorn
snack shops to fully-recognized gournia restaurants which serve a dual role: they
provide an additional draw for the mil shops, and they increase the night-time traffic

that is essential for a 24-hour living and working environment (Advisory Coundl on

Historic Preservation, 1979, pp. 1-14). While restaurants typically do well in a cuîtural
district, gift shops and upscale dothing stores can also thrive in many of these districts.

Careful planning and organPetÏn around the landscape of the downtown's nodes, A h
the aim of building strong nodes to nurture weak nodes, or minimiring barrien

betwieen

nodes and maximizing exchange between them. is what Atkinson, Maureen and

Williams describe, in their article: 'Managing Downtowcl Revitalizatïn by District,' as

the most appropriate frarnmmrk for downfown mvitaluaüon (Atlonson, Maureen 8

Williams, 1990, pp. 2-6).

"Figum swing a wlurnn" at 14m Street Stlolon, New York by Tom

Ottemess.
Visual arts not only deconte and enliven new plojsctr, but al80 cmate
environments th& atbact people to come and vis& the cCty.
(Source: Miles, W97, p- 148)

"Red Cube", New York by lsrrnu Noguchi. (Source: Miles, 1997, p. 86)

To sum up, involving the afts in urbanisrn tias a bng history, and thsir fundion as an
integral part of many fegeneration dmdopmmt schemes is a cornmon praetico in t h
U.S., in Europe, and major Canadiin dies such as Toronto and Vancouver (Rowland,
1997). Arts and culture offer trernendous potential for spintual dweiopmemt, economic

growth, and social identity in ouf urban Ife. Arts and culture serve as a vital mechanism
in recapturing the urban q u a î i i that attrad peopk to the city. Artistic contribution
helps to enhance the visual charader of the built environment in M e r urban
neighborhoods. Arts-related programs provide oppoitunities for cuttural expression

through exhibitions, performance, and training programs. Williams declares in his
article, 'Don't Ignore the Arts,' that arts are significant enough to be part of every child's
schooling. If arts are socially beneficial, it is in the extent to which they address the

needs of urbari dwdlers by liberating their imaginations (Wüliarn, 1995, pp. 66-68).

Biennials help build respect for art and cutture throughout the world. Perhaps the rnost
important message that came out of the 1997 Rockefeller Foundation's Conference and
Study Center in Bellagio, Italy, is that bienniak as a phnomenon are hem to stay. The
implication of biennials is that the places and countries that house them have a future,
that the future is there to be built cdiectively by peopte of goodwili everywhere who
would want to join in, and that in the proass of çonceptualizing the future, art matters

(Brenson, 1998, pp. 1&20).

Artistic contribution helps

to enhance the visual chancter of the buiit

environment. "Fish PavemeW' both by Gordon Young shows the incorporation in
art and urban design. (Soum: Miles, 1997, p. 204)

CHAPTER 4: THE CATALYST FOR URBAN REVITALî2ATK)N
4.1 The Biennfrl

A biennial is a bi-annual international art exhibition. DMrent countries use dillarent

names for this particular kind of art evmt. Some international art exhibitions are heki at

different time intervals, such as the Tyne Intemationalwhich is heu on a triennial basis.
The duration of the event varies fmm show to show and ftom cuuntry to country,

generally ranging from one to four rnonths. The theme of each went also varies. For
instance, Documenta 6 was corrcerned with "setf-refledion" while Documenta 8 focirsed
on "art and the -ety"

(Smith, 1987). It is also important to note that nat al1 biennials

have an international focus. This indudes the most famous Venice Biennale which

didn't becorne truly international until the 1999 Biennale with an unprecedented number
of Asian artists contributions (Anon, 1999).

The oldest biennial is held in Venice, dates back to 1895, and is called the Veniœ

Biennale.

Over the years, many countnes have developed cultural networking,

economic and urban revitalkations as well as international politics through this recumng
art event. It is becoming dinlcult to keep track of where and when biennials are heid

since some are confined not only to individual d i e s but also to regions. Bienniais have
brought a lot of countnes to prominence. The more recent international art exhibitions
have been held across Europe and as far away as Asia. They indude the New D d h i

Triennial (the oldest nonoWestern biennial started in 1968). Cairo Biennial, Istanbul
Biennial, Bantu Biennale, Kwangiu Biennale in Korea, Osaka Triennale, Asia-PâCj/i

Triennial in south Brisbane, and the Havana Biennial, to name just a fsw (Mœvilky,
1993, Heartney, 1996).

Nowadays biennials provide rernarkabiy open and incrwsingly large venues: some am
international, some nat: some have permanent sites, some not; some are organùeâ
according to a wratorial premise, whiie for othm, thmes and issues emerge

paradoxically for the purpose of stimulation of discourse (Simon & McSherry, 1999).
The most crucial element of a biennial is its regular presentation. While its su-

may depend on the da@ of purpose and q d i t y of the display in each of its

incarnations, one also hopes that a biennial will also speak to the Specirii local historical
context within which it is held (Simon 8 McSherry, ibid.). ARhough ttaditionally an
international art exhibition is nin by a single curator who deeides the ternis, sets the
tone, and seleds the works to be dispiayeâ, most recent biennials are organued by
more than one curator and it is not uncornmon to find a curator working in collaboration

with other professionals.

This thesis proposes a biennial rather than something like a Documenta which happens
only every four or five yean. An intemalional art exhibition is a demanding project
which requires compmhensive planning and organization.

Cike most international

events, the time from planning to impiementing the ment would take at ieast a year or
two5. An annual event mwld be undistic, especWly for the size of a city such as

Persona interview with the Pmgmming Director at an avant-gade galiefy in August 1999.

q

Winnipeg

- with a population of less than 700,ûûû?

Sinœ the intent

the biennial in

Winnipeg is to promate cultural adivity which generates menue and to draw people to
the Exchange Distrid, a bi-annuai event will more Mectkdy serve the purpose of
generating a sucœssful 'srrowball Meet' as a ravitalizatiin mechanism, sustaining
urban energy, and prwnoting Winnipeg's cultural tourism. This d w s not rule out the
possibility also of a triennial produang the same rssult.

The following section describes three case studies, namely Tyne Intematibnal,
Documenta, and the Venice Biennale, in order to consider the applicability of the
biennial in the Exchange District Tyne International M e r s a good example of how
international art exhibitions can ad as catalysts in urban development. While
Documenta and the Vsnice Biennale do not focus on urban revitalizstion issues, they
nevertheless provide a historical view of international art exhibitions, as well as lessons
about the economic and social impacts of these events.

Both Documenta and the

Venice Biennale have long histories. Rather than investigating each single event,
therefore, this thesis focuses on their general trends and inffuenœs on the arts and the
communities-at-largewith references made to some specific exhibitions.

Typically, biennials are established for the purpose of cmating a forum for art
exhibitions by bringing artists and art works from around the world to a particular locale,
'creating an international arena for free artistic expression and exchange' (Botha, 1993,
pp. 15-17). International art exhibitions often gemmte emnomic adiviiies by attrading

Personal interviewwith the municipal flannef in August 1999.

tounsts, art d e d e n , and the media. Urnwtunatdy, th-

are no quantitative indikaton

avaiiable to metasure the sconornic and social impact attfibuted to any biennial. This is
because not al1 bîmnials contribute ta urban rwitdization;

orr the corttfary, m e are

just plain extravagant and boistefous ewmts, and put pressure on the i o d tsvenues

(Botha, ibid.).

4.2 Case stuây 1:"Tyne Intematbnrl1993"
Tyne lntemationat is a triennial intemationai exhibition. It was initiated by Tyne 8 Wear

Museurns, and organized by the Laing AR Gallery in Newcastle, England. Its mandate

is to provide a tnennial forum for examining devdopments in contemporary art from

around the workl (Tyne Irrtematiinai, 1993). Once home to a thriving shipbuilding
industry, this region is ~

n innthe distress of

recession and stniggling to replsce its lost

industrial base with a service economy. Artwofks a n exhibited at both indoof and

outdoor sites within the vicinity of Newcastle's Quayside. The Gallery teceives hrnding
support from various organizations inckiding the Arts Council of Great Britain, Northern

Arts, Henry Moore Sculpture T ~ s tand
, the English Estates to refurbish dd warehouse
buiWings and other histoncal structures for the exhibitions. The triennial took place in
rnany sites: in the towers of the Tyne Bridge; at Ail Saints Church; and even on buses.

The main focus for the exhibition was within the large former warehouse building,
known as the CWS, wüh the façade of the building facing onto the River Tyne. As well

as housing a number of artworks, the wafehouse also housed an Infornation Point, a

café and a viewing centre for the Film and Video Program (Tyne International, 1993).

List of some of the sites fbr Tyne International 1893 in Newcasüe upon Tyne
(Source: Tyne international Exhibition of Contmpomry Art, 1993)

1. M u w u m of Science & Engineering
2. Casth Keep
3. All Saints Chutch

4.

S.

C.W.S. WuohOu80
T m Bri*

The CWS building was

Mt unaüendd for many years

bafore it became the major

venue for the Tyne International Exhibiüon.

Art joumalist Graeme Rigby recaUed his experienœ whan he fia wnt into the building

before the renovation. He counted so many dead pigeons on the stain of the building
that he stopped counting M o r e he reached the top Iloor. He rernarked that the place

shoulâ have been pmserved as 'pigeons' graveyard' when he stepped over the
eighteehnch ridges of pigeon droppings.

Honnv+r, despite the unsightly interior,

Rigby saw the great potential of the building as a visual arts space The vast open

floors supported on their fenouSLCOTW=TC1epillan, the light fmn the windows refleding

the movernent of the Tyne on the ceilings, and the -ng

vbws over the river wem

there to be exploned. The curator of the event, Corinne Diserens, cksCnbed Newcasüe
as a powerful place visually. Like its pradeœssor in 1990, Tyne International aimed to

reach as broad an audience as possible. In addition, the organizer intended to remain

as flexible as possible in the sakdion structures so that each exhibition can be
something quite diffemnt from the hst (RÏby, 1993). The works in the exhibition
represented an effort to merge art into the pu&

realm in a way that genuinely engages

issues of social contex& local politics and audience participation, Disemns explained
that socially-oriented public ad uses a varicty of strategies. such as: coilaboration with
communrty groups; subtle subversion of the local rituals and monuments œkbrating a

presumed &al

cohesion; or ernployment of the visual vernacular of advertising or

urban architecture (Rigby, 1993). Tyne International aimed to revive the art community

with the nearly missing puMic interadion. The exhibition environment &red

ample

The CWS building w r i kR unrtbndod for many yean kfom it becrme the
major venue for the Tyne Intamational Exhibition.

(Source: Tyne Intemabional Exhibition of Contemporary Art, 1993, p. 10)

material for social comment and aesthek intwpmtaüon, and was concsived as the first

series of international exhibitions bn'nging art-worid attention to the north uf England
(Heartney, 1990, pp. 53-57).

Lessons to be leanied
The 1990 Tyne International turned out to be îess than the sum of its parts. The main

problem was due to the shortage of funding, which prevented the execuüon of some
interesting projects. Another p r o h m was the confusion of the exhiblion site-map the
projects were scattered throughout the venues and were too disparate and isolated to
attain the intendeâ effed of a transformeci area. The shortmmings of the exhibition
were also compounded by being scheduied to werlap with the annual gaiden festival.
The exhibition was 'trivialized' by the sunounding 'carnival air' of a garden festival, while
the Laing Gallery was critkized for Mering no more than a business-as-usual group
show. ln the end, despite a number of provocative works, the exhibition fell short of its

lofty aims (Heartney, 1990. pp. 53-57).

Organizers of the Tyne International 1993

leamed quickly from their predeoessors in 1990.

The Tyne International 1993

concentrated in a smaller area around Newcastle's Quayside with various buildings and

spaces chosen within a short walking distance of each other.

The organizefs

succeeded in their intention of making the exhibition sites as easily accessible as
possible and, at the same üme, achieved a maximum impact within a limited a m
(Heartney, ibid.).

4.3 Case stuôy 2: "DocumMb"

Documenta is a citywide international art exhibition which takes plats once every four
or five yeaîs in the city of Kasseî in Germany.

The first, in 1955, aimed to hdp

rehabilitate Gemian culture following the Nazi yean. It was the first and most important
post-war presentation of international avant-garde art and opened in a museum in

Kassel still badly damaged ftom bornb attacks. Nowadays, Ooarmerrta has becorne
more than a forum for current trends in contemporary art, it is considered to be the
source of innovative exhibition concepts and design, setting the standard for yeais to
wme (Anon, 1992, Plagens 1992). Sinœ it is the poiicy for Documenta to hire only one
curator to run the show, the seledion of worlts can be subjective and the curator often
bears the brunt of any shoflcomings of the event (Phgens 1992).

At its peak Oocumenta was a bg and boisterous œiebration on the cutting edge,

confirrning the importance of pop art, minimalism, sculpture and video installations.
Documenta drew 130,000 visitors in 1987. During the Documenta period, hotel rooms
are scarce and restaurants do a brisk business (Plagens, 1992). Documenta IX in 1992

was the largest and most expensive contemporary art show ever mounted in Kassel.
The exhibition was presented in eieven buildings with a host of fringe attractions

involving the entire city. It included 190 artists from 40 çountries, had an $11 million
budget and attraded mare than 600,000 visiton from amund the globe (Botha, 1993,
pp. 15-17). Documenta is an impressive festival which bridges art, architecture, design,

performance, theater, music, video, acoustic arts, and graphic arts (Sherlock, 1987).
Clearfy, i! won't be in the municipal interest to scak back the show, and indeed, the

municipal gwernmsnt supports thk hïghvisibility, tourist--ng

ment in a serious

way by estabiishing a permanent Documenta corporation heaâquartersd in Kassd

(Marner 1987, Plagens, 1992).

Lessons to be leamml
It is important to leam from previous Documentas by dkcüng on the context of the
exhibitions and the procedures they involved. Documenta is more than an exhibition

-

it is a cuttural event inciting discourse, estabiishing market values and trends in

contemporary art

- a socio-politil

statemmt about the time we live in (Francblin,

1997).

in the words of director Jan Hoet of Documenta IX, the ment is as important for artists
as the Olympic Games are for athletes. The trouble with Documenta over the years, as

critics point out, is that the event is viewed to have been assembied less as a top quality
art exhibition than a kind of 'theme parlt for the extremcly hip' (Plagens, 1992). For

instance, Documenta IX has spun off M i a l T-shirts, caps, bags and sugar packets.
Documenta has also been describeci as 'an international festival of fantasy' (Botha,
1993, pp. 15-17). Critics attacked the tecent Documenta as being highlighted by the

low profile and low-key nature of its curators, none of whom have ever written a

noteworthy artide or tried to put together a stimulating show. The venues were also
difficutt for visitors to seek out since art works were scattered al1 over the city at

unmarked sites and in rooms which were often inaccessible or even dosed (Politi,

1987). This I d some critics to ctidmge the notion of praducing another international

art show and the justification in spending more than $20 million for every Documenta.

Documenta X, under the diredonhip of Cathdne D m , focusai on art as a social
practb. Her vision had to do with globalkation and urbanization, with utopian dreams

and dystopian resuîts. Although she was praïsed for her idsdogical vision, at the same
time critics attacked the severity of her vision as being "me-dimensional,'

and

"uitimately retrogressive" (Lewin, 1997). The visuai quality of the show was particuiarly
attacked as k i n g "weak and süfled." She was also accused of suppressing visual
gratification in favor of works pfimafity addressed to social and political questions
(Johnson 1997). She was villiried for defeating the pleasure principk by transfoming
resistance into a kind of tevenge by having done away with sensuality. Her vision for

the Documenta was seen as a 'seif4efwüng ad,"which seemeâ to 'shine on the nonspectacular" in our hopekssly addided society of spedades. The reason for David's
"failure," critics claimed, was her contemplation of a 'documentary vision.'

Not only did

this seem a false opposition but it also ruieâ out many of the best artists of the '90s. In
her defense, curator David agreed that Documenta as an institution suffers fmm 'media
overload" (Francblin, 1997, Levin, 1997).

4.3 Case m d y 3: Venice Bknnrk

The Venice Biennale is the oidest international art festival along with Documenta in

Gemiany.

Bath the Biennale and Documenta provide opportunity to refled a

Eurocentric history which originally concentrated mainiy on Western art. As the colonial

era faded, most bienniai's traâitiins, induding the Venice Bbnnak, have braadened
and spread beyorrd the Western world (McEvilky, 1993).

Every two yean a

wmrnissioner in Venice is appointeâ to oveme the svent@s
structure and content. A
typical Biennale displays the work of more than 100 aRists from 50 countries within a
national pavilions setüng (Anon, 1999). The V e n b Biennale has grown into a cultural
'colossus." In addition to visual arts, the exhibition has sproufed separate seaions for
architecture, music, theater, and anema, the latter now M i n g a liveiy life of its own as
the Venice Film Festival.

The international visual art exhibitions mmain the main

attraction, and celebrated its 100 anniversary in 1995. Originally housed in one pavilion
in the Giardini di Castello park, it now fifls 26 differerit national pavilions and has

expanded into museums and other venues al1 over Venice.

Venice Biennale calls

attention to the reciprocal influenœs and the cultural exchange mainly between East
and West. The event addresses the historicat and cultural setting of Venice and,
interestingly, the art worîcs tend to have a focus of veRicality rather than horizontaMy
due to the architectural setting in Venice (Politi, 1993).

Lessons to be leamed
The 4 6 Venice Bknnaie d contemporary art, in 1993, was daimeâ by soma aitics to
be a disaster. They described the Biennale as 'incoherent" and stated that it achieved

the "near impossible feat of making what still passes for radical creation look even
weaker than it actually is" (Hughes, 1993). The 1993 Biennale was organized by Achille

Bonito Oliva, of whom critics daimed that his talents did not live up to the task of
tmnscending national differences. They also attacked his Biennale as the equivaient of

1986 Venice Biennale: The event addresses the historical and cultural

setting of Venke. (Soume: Canadien AR 1999, p. 32)

the Whitney Biennial, a Hdiywood OscarS-(ike extravaganza devoid of any aesthaic
impulse (Hughes, ibid.). Venice is unique in a sense that despite any criticisrn of the
Biennales, there is a h y s the ?estof the city for the visitors to explore. However, the
Venice Biennale is still considered to be one of the worfd's most popular and prestigious

events and continues to attract thousands of visitors and tourists to this historic city.

4.4 Summary on the pro-

crtrlyst fior urb.n rovitaliution

Since not much is said about the event in relation to the rest of the city, there are no
systematic indicators to measure its economic and social benefits. Most criticism that
one reads about large international art exhibitions is mainly written by art historians, art

joumalists, and critics.

The reviews therefore mosüy focus on the quality of the

exhibition and the art products. Despite the fact that the content of some exhibitions
generates contmversy, bienniais continue to attrac! large audiences from ail over the
worid. A great example of how controversy draws the curious crowd dates back to the
very first Venice Biennale. The work was by Giacomo Grosso and depicted five naked

wornen draped over the body of a young man in a conin that caused a YuIC blown'
scanda1 (Laushway, 1995). The incidence enraged the Cardinal of Venice who ordered
the removal of the painting, but the controversial work not only stayed in the exhibition,
it drew curious crowds which flocked to Veniœ (Laushway, ibid.).

International contemporary aR exhibitions aiso serve to bnng cuitural workers together
as they require dose collaboration of organuers and worken around the worid. The
curators and organizers, who worlr across cuhuns, must be able to think imaginatively

(Source: Tyne International Exhibition of Contempoary Art, 1993, p. 17)

"Adjustable Wall Bra" by Vifo Acconci.
ControversiaUprovocative work rets as r stimulating rnechanism to amuse one's
curiosity and generatm intereiting discourse.

about points of compatibility and corrflia. They must be abie to work not only wiai the

artists, but also diplomats, economists, critics, historians, politiians, devdopem and
promoters. They must be able to communicate with cornmunity leaden, business
executives, and heads of state. They must be cornfortable with not just those who have
devoted their lives to art and cuiture, but also with people who neither like nor trust art,
with people who may be willing to go ahead with the project if they are convinced that
art sewes their interests. They need to convinœ the pubiic that art is conneded to their

lives, and then let the public be won over by the artists and the exhibition of their works.
Artists, critics, museum diredors, curators and organuers understand the ability of art to
encourage debates about spirituality, creativity, ideritity, and the politics. The texture
and tone of the curators and organizefs voice, as well as the shape of the conversation
a biennial sets in motion, are essential to the texture and perception of contemporary art

(Brenson, 1998, pp. 16-20).

As for the artists, site-oriented pIadices demand an intensive physical mobilization to

cfeate works in various cities. In some cases, an artist is invited by an art institution to
execute a work specifically configureci for a locality or within the frarnework provided by
a biennial. Wth repeated visits to or extended stays at the site, the artist will research
the particularities of the institution andlor the city within which it is located

- induding

the history, constituency of the audienœ and the installation space. (Anon, 1997).

In the context of the Exchange D i ï , the fabric of time and place of the Distrid Mers
a rich and meaningful context for the making and siting of pubiidy visibk and physically
prominent installations whkh could bewm an integrai part of the District. In order to
ensure the deveîopment of a biennial achieves its objedive as an international art
exhibition, iessons couid be leamed from simiîar events in other countries. The thtee
case studies cited provide some lessons to be leamed which indude: invohring a

curator with a vision of international caliber; choosing the timing of the event; securing
sufficient funding; and locating suitabie venues. Whether a biennial could serve to
facilitate the revitalization of the Exchange District, or wtiether the event would be
applicable to be hosted in the area, are questions best answemd by the communrty and

the interest groups in the District

The resgonses from interviews with I

O

professionals and stakeholders in the next chapter aims to identify issues on a bienniai
as catalyst in the revitalization of the Exchange District.

~

CHAPTER 5: INTERVIEWS ON A BIENNIAL
This chapter focuses on conversations with various professionals and stakeholders
about the possibility of devebping a biennial in the Winnipeg's Exchange Distrid and to

explore its potential as an integral part of an urban renewal strategy.
materialue any urban revitalkation strategy

ln order to

- and to sustain it - it is important for the

city to involve the community, the puMic and the private sectors to work collaboratively

(Jones, 1997, pp. 9-11).

For this reason, this thesis accesses the applicability and

potential of a biennial in the Exchange District by intennewing stakeholdersand
professionals.

There are altogether &en

fespondents who participated in the

interviews, one at a time. They come from the following backgrounds:
one gfi-shop owner
two Business lrnprovement Zone executive directors

- one in the downtown area

and the other in the Exchange District

one artist who used to Iive and pradice art in the Exchange District
two planners - one in the private sector and the other who works for the city and is

responsible for the Exchange District
one private architect who also praccites
two cuitural worken

-

city planning

both work in an artist-run gallery.

One is a Program

Coordinator in the Exchange Distrid. The second one is a founding member and
Program Director of another galiery, also in the District
a developer who works and owns properües in the District and
a lawyer who deals with land-use issues.

The data was colleded through notes taken fram the semi-struàured forty-five minutes

to an hour in-person interviews with these individuais who are invalved in the
rehabilitation of the Exchange Distria dircaly or indirecüy. The purpose of in-person
interviews with professionals is to probe for further information and insghts relevant to
specific professions. For instance. interviews with the municipal planner focused mainly

on how they see their role in assisting the development of a biennial, and how prepared
they are to wark with the proponents of the pmjeàs. On the other hand, developers

were interested in how this sort of event couM help upgrade their properüesrand
increase potential profiis.

The overall result of the interviews with various iridividuals proved to be stirnulating for

this thesis and has generated interesting ideas. The following section presents the
readers with the interviews that took place and it is important to note that the responses

-

are mainly paraphraseci. While any interview conducted in a less fomal setting where
the respondents have the tendency to take whatever interacüonal cues given by the
interviewer - is challenged by critics regarding the accuracy the data collecteci by this
type of researcti, the social constnia nature of the informal interview process is also a

wrnrnon cnticism (Miller & Dingwall 1997). The purpose of conducting these interviews

was to gain different perspectives from various professionals and stakehoiders on the
subject. Although some individuals feit that there are certain issues which will need to
be addressed if the city decides to endorse the idea of hosting a biennial in the

Exchange District, the general consensus was supporthie and enthusiastic.

5.1 Interviews msporises
The respondents nceived, pnor to the interviews, the following: an overview of the

thesis, including the definition of a biennial; and a list of questions to be asked in the
interviews (please see appendix for a camplete list of the questions).

Respondents

were encouraged to answer the questions ftom their professional as well as personal
points of view.

Only the responderit's titk will be used in this presentation. The

responses are presented in chronological order.

Question 1: Have y w visitsd any B h n h l s bdbm?
Question 2: Myes, what enbcts & p u #ink the Biennkl haâ on trn,city?
The majority daim they have 'nevet visited a bienial, but a few of thern said that they
have been to some art exhibitions or large group shows in either outdoor and indwr

settings. Those who visited an art exhibition found the event itseif very exciting and
interesting. Despite the fact that some have never been to any national or international
biennials, they alf responded in question two that they believe such an event would
bnng "energy" and 3ibrancy" to the city.

Quesfi'on 3: What do you think about the Mss of having fhe Biennia/ in fhe
Exchange D

M as an in2egmI pmt of the srrw's twitalizstion processi,

A gift shop owner on Main Street feH that aîthough the q999 Pan Am Games had

brought thousands of visitors into the city, since most social events were held at the
Forks and nearby downtown areas, it didn't bring any business to her area.

She

believed it was time for some big events such as a biennial to be hosted in the

Exchange District, A biennial, in her opinion, wouid ceftainly heip to rejuvenate the
District. She also emphasked the historic and architedural signiricance that existed in
the area would make the event more exciting for visiton.

The Executive Directors of the Exchange District B1Z and the Downtown BI2 both saw
the potential of the devebpment of a biennial as an integral part of the revitalization in
the District. They both believed that a biennial would at least help by 'promoting the
Exchange District" and 'd-ng

people to the city."

The private planner felt that the event would offer 'immediate improvemenr in the area

and its buildings. He pointed out that both the establishment of the Forks and the Pan
Am Games had drawn people away from the Exchange Distrid, and that perhaps a

biennial held in the District would "bring back the crowd."

The municipal planner believed that a biennial ' wouid stimulate people's interest in the

area. and would go beyond art where renewal occurs as an indirect resuk'

In order to gain strong economic impact to revitalize the Exchange District, the program
coordinator of an avant-garde gallery in the Distnd who has visited diflerent types of
biennials felt that a biennial had to be international in s a p e rather than regional or even
national to attract suffident resoutces and support, induding private and public funding,
and political will.

The local artist, a former rosident in the Exchange District, fett that a biennial would
have positive impact in the area and stated that the ment wouid be "wor)rabW and very

"applicable" for the artistic ana.

The program director and founding member of another artist-fun galiery first pointed out
that the Exchange District was at one point very 'rough,' paRicularly at night, especially

M o r e the development of the ARSpaœ building. However he thought the biennial
would only work as an integral part of urban renewal in the Exchange District if Ït-was
'organized properly" by invohfing experienced individuals.

The developer who worics and owns properües in the Distric! applauded the idea and

felt that not only could a bienniai help to rejuvenate the Exchange District, but would
also help to 'promote visual artipublic art in the city."

The lawyer, who deals with land use issues, saw the 'importance of having festivals and
events in attradng people to the city whether it is art-related or not.'

However, he feh

that "arts and cuttural activities certainly will draw vibrant energy into the

m."He felt,

without bnnging the utban renewal issue into the discussion, that the Exchange District

offered the 'most suitable locationmfor a biennial because of its architectural setting.
From an urôan renewal perspective, he added, 'anything that draws the crowds into the
city is econornically beneficiallWand a biennial would 'create dramatic change" in the

area.

Question 4: Do you thin& fhe B h n W WU/ M p pmmb cuIturl

Md ifs

subsequtmt inctwse in aconomic and mploymmt bwmîVW3

Al1 respondents beiïeved the bienniai would generate beriefits in the area as wdl as the
city at large. A few respondents useâ the Fringe Festival, New Music Festival, the Jazz

Festival, as well as Folkbrama as exampies of events that have generated economic
spin-Ms.

The Downtown BI2 Executive Oiredor didn't see a lot of opportunities at present for a

"strong dialogue" happening between the artistic community in the District and the
general public. He felt that a biennia! could 'engage" the arts community with the
public, and, at the same time, provide entertainment value. The Exchange District BI2
director also feft that a biennial couM 'help boost cuftural tourism and bring people to
the District."

A private architecüpianner who was partly responsible for the Foks development

believed that a biennial would not only 'promote cultural tourism" but also 'generate the
multiplier effect and create more jobs."

The municipal planner echoed this sentiment and added that the historical and

architectural significance of the Exchange District provides a great piatfom for the
event. He believed anything that promotes the District is a good idea and that using a
biennial to leverage urban renewal mgM gain cornmitment in presewing the buildings.

Both arüst-run gallery workers agrsed that a biennial wouiâ 'promate cuhural tourism.'

The Program Coordinator of one gallefy pointed out that such an event wourcl
encourage cuttural tourism and Yhe type of visiton that usuaily have spending power
would creat potential economic benefits, particuiarly in the çorresponding service

industries such as hotels, restaurants and local retail business.'

Question 5: H a t kind of concems wwuld y w MWabout the &wdopment of a
biennial in the mchange D-3
Question 6: Wha &in& of concems would you have about îhe &welopmsnt of a
biennial in ib relaîionship ïo Wliinipeg as a h d e ?
Question7: Mat krnâs of l o g h t b i concems would

j t ~ u have

about the

development of a biennisl in the Exchange D m ?
The last thtee questions are slightly different, but they all address the conœms and

issues that the respondents might have had about the development of a biennial in the
Exchange District. Perhaps because of the similar nature of the questions. almost al1
respondents addressed these last three questions at the same tirne.

The main conœrn that the shop owner raised was the source of funding for the event.
If the private and public

sectors were to sponsor the event, she pointed out, their

questions would revoive around the kind of returns they couid ex-

for their

investment. Events such as the Fnnge and the Jan.Festival use regular venues al1
over the corn area with very little renovation of the spaces requimd. Moreover, such
annual entertainment events have already been pmen to be profitable. She wonders

how a biennial which requires massive organitatiin and funding would bring 'enough'
profit. If the biennial is sponsored by the taxpayers, shouiâ there be an admission fee

involved? She also questioncd the sufkiency of the existing transportation system and
the parking facilities. Timing is also another factor in d-ng

the crowds, as the shop

owner pointed out, most events in Winnipeg are held in the summer and it would be too
overwhelrning to hold anottier major event during summsr. She proposes a speeial
shuttle system that would not only travel to aII the sites within the biennial. but also
connect the f orks District and the downtown area with the event.

The effectiveness of a special transit system was challenged by the Exchange District

BI2 Executive Director. While he agreed with the potential of having a shutüe system,

he felt that the existing transit offers suffident services. His main conœms focused on
the 'ownershipn of the event, as well as the timing of the event. He suggested that the
local arts community should be involved in the organization of the event and that the
event should not concentrate in a summer season. He also pointed out that some
groups might be competing with others for the same tesources.

He posted the

following questions as his general conœms:

-

Who will be sponsoring the event? Where will the resources be from?

-

Who would be accountable for the event?

-

How many people would be attending the event? Who would be responsible for the

How ta make the biennial accessible for everybody?

How much would the developen in the Exchange District benefit from the event?

policing and maintenance of the area dunng the event?

-

Would the local businesses such as the fD Bank, the Canadian Wheat Board, etc.
be involved? If not, how would they feel about having the ment being heM in their

area and not being invited to be part of it?

-

How receptive are Winnipeggers to conternporary visual art?

Aithough he maintained his support of a bienniai in the area and saw the 'spin-off

effect" as 'highly bencficial in revitalking the Exchange District", he f e l that it would be
crucial to address these important issues.

Unlike his wunterpart, the Downtown BI2 Execuüve Director was less concemed with
the political and logistical issues about having a biennial in the District. He saw the
positive impact a biennial would have on the Exchange District and reiterated the
opportunity to bridge the gap between the artistic wmmunity and the general public in
Winnipeg. The only political issue that concerneci him was the type of arüsts k i n g
included in the show: would it al1 be 'gold medal", high profile in his definition, and/or
mainstream artists? Does Winnipeg have 'gold medal" artists? Would there be any
aboriginal artists or any local artists in the event? He believed that the biennial would
leave a "legacy" in the city and 'increase Winnipeg's rating on an international scale."
He believed the 'magnitude" of the project would 'create a strong presence" for the
District and, at the very least, 'generate errough awareness and interest' in the
Exchange District which would help to 'reâaim this significant area." In addition, he
thought that art fonns would create a 'magnificent resutt in the architecturally attractive"
Exchange District.

He emphasized the importance of g a n g enough volunteers

involved in the event, since this not only encourages local people to take part in the

event but also increa-

effMency and services for visiton.

He stresseâ that the

success of the Pan Am Games was due largdy to the deâication and hard work of the

volunteers. However, he cautioned that Winnipeg had no shoftage of great ideas, they
often took a long time to be impkmented or to see any resuhs. In order to produce
successful resuits, he felt it was essential to 'lay down al1 potential obstacles" in the
organization of the biennial in relation to the Exchange District. Finally, he stressed the
importance of "marketing the biennial in order to assure public knowfedge and to gain
their eventual support."

The private ardiitcctlplanner and the two plannero shared the sentiment that the city
had k e n trying to nvitalue the Exchange District for m o n than twenty

yean. There

were "some successes" but the entire Distrid Mill needed 'substantiat redevelopment in
order to improve econornic conditions." At the present, one muld find 'different pockets
of renovated and highly unutilized buildingsmand 'long stretches of ill-repaired and
abandoned buildings.' The city had successfully 'reclaimed the riverbankmand the east
side of the Exchange District. but still 'stniggles to revitalize' the west. The District
needs some fresh and creative ideas in order to bring people badr to stay in the area. If

the biennial can act as catalyst in transforming the District, this would draw developers
and business people into the area, subsequently bringing in permanent tenants.

The municipal planner felt that the city could 'build from the Pan Am Garnesm. He
believed "there are patrons that a n pasionate about art" and 'a maos audience that
will travel to see the event." He, like most other respondents, wonders What will be the

legacy of the biennial" and whether 1 will be permanent. He used the Pan Am Games
as an example by pointing out that the 'kg-

from the Games is the *multi-million

dollar facilities buiit in Winnipeg for future use." if the biennial can "kverage urban
renewaln, it would then 9eave a legacy behind.'

He belîeved that ?hem wouM be

displacement of some tenants after the redevelopmenf, but that the degree of
displacement will be minimal due to the type uf residents (Le.artists) currently msiding
in the District.

The private planner expressed similar sentiments. In addition to adding flavor to the
area, the biennial would "ofler alternative ways of reclaiming some of the oM buildingsn
and "prornote tourist-type businesses" such as retail, bed and breakfast, etc.

He

thought however that the current proposal of converting existing warehouses into loftliving spaces "presents a lot of problems for the developers in terrns of getting the
mortgage finanang* and whether they would 'receive enough retum in their investment

after the conversion." If a biennial wouM help improve the area, it would then attract
tenants to the area wtiich would, in tum, offer better incentives for the developers in
upgrading their buildings.

His concem about the development of a biennial was

Whether the area's infrastructure could handie the event."

The private architect/planner who helped plan the Forks project was very open to

'unconventional ideas" in revitalizing the a t y but was concerned about the
"sustainability" in establishing any event such as a biennial as catalyst in revitalizing the
city. He thought that the Exchange Distrid offeced a very suitabie environment for the

biennial but there were a few issues that needed to be addfessed in order to 'convince
the a t y and its citions to support the event.' They induded:

-

Despite the fad that he bdieves in the sconomic spin&,

he stated that i! is

important to ask the question whether a biennial wouid m l l y draw enough cmwds
to bring retail establishments and restaurants to the area.

-

What is the way to rneasure the empbymmt rate if the biennial is to increase job

opportunities, and what are the cost and benefits for the area, be it social or
economic? and,

-

Who will be organuing the event?

He also stressed the importance in 'getting volunteers invoîved" because it would

'increase diplomacy," and at the same time 'give the local people a sense of ownership
of the event." Like the Execuüve Diredor in the d m t o w n area, he also emphasized
the importance of "effective marketing" of the event. He daimed that the current art

programs 'lacked publicïity and didn't Mer pmper interpretive service". He used the

'Art-Walk Tout in the Exchange District as an example of being confusing in ternis of
where it was and to how the public coufd participate.

The developer who works in the Exchange District and owns properties and businesses
there saw that visual art and public art needed to be more visible. An event such as the

biennial might 'provide ingredients necessary to strengthen this artistic area.' However,
he was cuncemed about the 'lasting legacf of the event. He talked about previous
"short-term events" heM in the District, such as the bicycle race, which 'didn't Mer any

sustainable i m p e in the area. He also wondered if the Distrid 'offered enough space"

for an international art exhibition. His dher concern was the iâea of having too many
people, or a large cornmittee, organiu'ng the event because it would be dinicuk to avoid

infighting and conflic! of interest. He pointed to the importance of getting the right
individuals to be on board. The deveioper has bng been a supporter of the arts, and
felt that it would be very interesting to see something 'radical" being on dispby in the
District. He disagreed that there wouM be any 'controversf

in having a contemporary

art exhibition in the c q . He saw that the biennial will provide people who 'don't care"

about art "an opportunity to explore and to understand art-'

His conœm with the biennial from a developefs point of view was 'liability."

He

believed that developers will not be 'reluctant to open their properties to the public,"
parüculariy for events such as a biennial and that they %muid Iikely endorse the idea

since not only would it provide opportunities to upgrade the buildings but would also
help in promoting the area.'

However, developers need to be 'assurecl of no hidden

financial cost" since they are not interested in getting involved with 'secunty and Iiability

issues."

He suggested that the organizers of the event should look for 'corporate

support" to encourage local business involvement. He emphasized that 'local business
people were often not included in any major events" but at the same time are 'afTected

during the running of the events.'

Lastiy, the developer pointed out that the Exchange Distria was 'an important urban

area to al1 citizens of Winnipeg" and he couldn't see develapers in other areas of the city

" k i n g against the idea' of holding the event in the District. He cammented on the fact

that they would likely be 'attacking the art itse(P rather than the projets as a whoie. He
saw the potential of a biennial "ta rernind people of artists'contribution to society."

The three cultural wrlrers and the local artist also had concems about the dewelopment

of a biennial.

The Founding Mernber and Dircdor of one of the gaileries in the Exchange District

commented on the slow revitalkation process dating back at least to the eady 20s.
There were no private devetopers wanting to develop in the District until recently. The

District is "perceiveci as an unsafe area at night due to the lack of amenities and
entertainhg adivities after business hours-" The city, in his opinion, needs to 'attract
institutional and business tenants in order to survive." He saw that "a biennial had
potential because it is a new concept in the city, and even in the country." and believed
that the city would 'make availabk funding to aid the evenî for this reason-" He stated
that there were a few issues to be addressed regarding the organization of a biennial,
including "having enough space for an international art exhibition because most of the
buildings, contrary to what people believe, have lots of supporting columns and beams
that take up the interior space," and 'only one-thirdmof the building stocks would be
available for the event and making it dinicuit to 'mnvinœ developers to provide access
to their properties."

The Program Coordinator of an avant-garde gallery also thought that developers might
be "very skeptical with the idea and refuse to parücipate." She pointed out that the

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, as weîl as Canada Counal for

the Arts are currenüy looking to support international event that prwnote Canada and
had confidence that a biennial would be endorsed. 'Having a strong volunteer base"

would also be an important aspect in the event and that it wouM be 'crucial to have the
media and the hospitality sector involved.'

The local artist remarked that the 'iack of interest in contemporary art" in the a t y migM

cause sorne 'controvenf

in deveioping the event Hawever, the city might now be 'in

a better positionmin supporting a biennial. Both the New Music Festival and even the

P m Am Garnes had generated a lot of 'skepticism and uiticism", but both events have
"proven to be economicaily vital and continue to attrad tourists to the &y-" He felt that
if a biennial was to be held in the aty. it was important to "develop very sttong auxiliary

programs such as outmach. interpretive seivices and other school programs." Contrary
to other respondents' comments of having local people to be involved in the event, he
feit that the event 'should be organued by people of international caliber even Ï f they

are not from Winnipeg.^ He suggested that local art communities could hold 'parallel
events* such as a Winnipeg pavilion. He also felt that the event should 'appeal to bath
the art crowd as well as the general public-'

Unlike most respondents who had a certain levd of experience with the artistic
community, the lawyer ctairned that he was not a 'patron of the arts' and had 'very
limited knowledge in the arts.'

He spoke of "the need to attrad permanent tenants" to

the Exchange Distrid in order to 'stmngthen the District's -ai

and aconomic health.'

but the revitalization requires many 'Yodsm
and the biennial seems to be a "very

workable' one. He was, however, also concemed about the 'sustainability of such an
event over a period of time," and questioned the 'aftemath' of the event: would the
venues remain accessible and usehrl after the event; and what would 'replacemthe
event in order to maintain the high energy generated in the Distrid. In addition, he also
saw "the problem in attracüng enough funding support to get the event off the ground."
He pointed out the 'importance of getüng the local govemment involvedmsince there will

be some "issues relating to land-use and zoning of the site." Residents in Winnipeg are

aware of the disinvested condition in the Exchange District and the area is in great need
of revitalization, therefore he envisioned the event wouM 'receive support from across

the city."

5.2 Summary of the interviews
The overall response on the development of the biennial as instrumental in the
Exchange District revitalization process is positive despite the identification of concerns.
The positive outcorne of the interviews rnght have a lot to do with the success of other

festivals, such as have occurred at the Forlcs, and particularly the recent Pan American
Games which, according to the television news reports, has proven to boost the
ewnomy and help in revitalizing parts of the city. In addition, as R o c M , Sangster,
& Dillman (1997) points out, respondents have the tendency to give socially desirable

answers in an interview situation, especially when the respondent is unfamiliar with the
subject in question (Rockwmod, Sangster, 8 Dillman, 1997, pp.119-137). Therefore, in

order to develop accurate indicators to measure the effecüveness of a biennial as an
urban revitalization catalyst, it would be essential to colled data after the event is over.

This is not to say that the resub of the interview are not useful for future planning. The
majority of the respondents chosen for the interview am either advocafes of the

presewation of the Exchange Dis-

or active manbers of the m m u n i l y in either the

Exchange District or the city-at-large. Their cmmments a n valuable to this study since
they are knowledgeable in the issues that mncem their cornmunity.

CHAPTER 6: StRATEGlES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BIENNUL

6.1 The integntion of a biennkl with urbrn mmml m i o s
AR as an integral asped of urban design opens up the possibility of a renewed pradice

of art which can be joyful as well as functional. AR can also be understood as invoîving

a social process

- resisting oppression, intenrening in the public interest, bridging the

boundaries of public and private realrns (Miles, 1997, pp. 105-131). Despite al1 the
crucial questions and concems to be addresscd in organuing a biennial with the
purpose of integrating it with urban regenerat'in,

an international art exhibition stiould

first and foremost focus on art in order for it to be a successful as an art event. If the art
is pushed aside by k i n g promoted on a superfiaal level where the event becornes an

urban renewal pmject, it would end up being wasted. A weak biennial will only draw
bad publicity. A s~ccessfulbiennial is an event in which al1 those who attend will find

something that speaks to them in some way. There is the danger of directing attention
away from the aesthetic dimension when the event focuses too much on social subject

matter. In principal a biennial should be a showcase of art for the public, otherwise, the
intent of proûucing an exciting, prwocaüve event with interesting discovenes for the

public will be cast in the shaâow of the social issues.

However a biennial is organized, the salient irigredient for a meaningful event is to
choose the nght players to be on the art advisory cornmittee to work with coordinators,
city officiais, art consultants,

developen, corporations,

architects, designers,

contractors, and the artists. Strong artistic work and curatonal vision are also vital
(Denes, 7990). International events, if not organized and managed appropriately, can

corne across as mereiy lavish events. The resuit can ttien ôe frustrating for the curator,
confusing for the artists and for the public.

As long as the biinnial

teflects the

intelligence, perceptions, and mative expressions of the ara'sts, and the organization of
the event indudes the rigM collaborators and consultants that have the ability to deaf
with artists, the event is guaranteed to be impressive and mernorable (Politi, 1993).

6.2 Planning appmachas in the reviblattion of the Exchange District
To understand how the role of envifonmental images plays out in our own urban lives, it

is necessary for us to observe and to talk to the people within their community and
professionals who are active in reviving the uty. There is always the danger of admiring
ideas in one place and applying them superficially sornewhere else. As in any pilot
project we need to test the idea of appiicability and its workability, then develop ideas
and rnethods that wiil ensure sustainability of the result. Govemment ofiicials who see
themselves as partners with private enterprise and who encourage investment in
exchange for strong, tax-paying businesses are key to a healthy privatelpublic
partnership (Lustig, 1997). A balanced planning and urban redevelopment strategy is
Iikely to be based on a mix of the issues that are most important to the particular area

(Buchanan, 1997, pp. 20-23). Experience has taught us that better partnerships are
needed. The practice of urban planning and art in many d i e s is beginning to
experience more integraüon than even before.

Planners, architects and designers in today's society are facing the particular challenge
of achieving a sustainabk future within a society of diverse interests and values. This

challenge is due to the nature of our heterogeneous Society where planning is
experiencing a grom'ng shift in its education and professional pradice towards a
collaborative emphasis (Heaiey, 1997, pp. 3-87). The approach of worlring colledively
and collaboratively has been gaining acceptana sinœ it seems to offer the best

alternative in achieving the cornmon goal of a sustainabie future for our -ety.

It is

through this appmach that special interest lies in building an ecologically and socially
responsible urbanism, and creates a rnodsl of the city which wlebrates its diversity
(Miles, 1997, pp. 105-131). However, the degree of suœess in collaborative plarining
practice depends on the nature and the scale of the projects as wdl as the parties
involved. Although the topic of callaborative planning lies outside the scope of this
thesis, it is only through this approach that the idea of developing a biennial can go from
concept to reality.

For the purpose of demonstrating how collective action is the key to develop a
successful biennial in the Exchange District, the following revitalization models are
selected because of their applicability to the City of Winnipeg.

They incfude the

revitalization of downtown Wichita, Kansas (Jones, 1997, pp. 9-11); the experience of
integrating art into infrastructure development in order to improve the aesthetics of
neighborhoods in Phoenix, Arizona (Bfair, Pijawka, and Steiner, 1998, pp. 221-234);
and public art strategies of Cardiff Bay Development in Southem Wales, Great 8ritain
(Medlyn, 1992, pp. 52-3).
1. The revitalization of downtown Wichita, Kansas, shows an 'unprecedentedwspirit of
cooperation between the local govemment and the business cammunity.

The

revitalization adiviiies were iniüated by Blueprint 2000 in 1986 (Jones, 1997, pp. 911). One of the plans was to revitalize the 0
1
d Town a m wtiich wnsisted of
deteriorathg

warehouses and rail lines. The project was supported by a grassroots

movement of Wichita's c i t ~ e n sin an atternpt to pressrve the historic and
architedural significanœ of the a m . The developmnf of Old Town involves the
streetscape refurbishment, and the USS14 million investment in the entertainment
district that houses the Farrn and Art market, artist's studios, restaurants, nigM dubs,

offices, retail shops and the influx of a loft housing project (Jones, ibid.). The h a n

revitalization plan also inciuded the area along the Arkansas River with a new rnixeduse development designed to attract people downtown for business, cuitural
recreaüon and entertainment. The mix of endeavors in Wichita has continueci to
bring business to the downtown area, which further strengthens public and private
partnership in the city (Jones, ibid.).

2. In the last fiffeen years, public art has reœived considerable attention in the City of

Phoenix as an element of mitigation programs for urban development. Throughout
American history, public art has been an a
le
isn
t

aspect in the eariy planning

profession in the country. The City of Phoenix began its percent-for-the-arts program
in 1986 (Blair, Pijawka, and Steiner, 1998, pp. 221-234).

However, instead of

focusing on small projects to enhana public spaces, the plan for Phoenix was to
integrate the arts program into the planning, funding, and design of capital
improvement with the goal to m a t e a new identity for Phoenix (Blair, Pijawka, and
Steiner, ibid.). By 1985, the City of Phoenix had invested US$18 million in overall

funding for landscaping, pubiic art, and oüm neighborhood enhancement projects.
The 1992 figure shows that artworks alone #x;ounted for USW74,WO in the pro-

(Blair, Pijawka, and Steiner, ibid.). The

City of Phoenix conduded a survey on the

perception of public arts in the city showing that sixty-eight percent of the public
support the program and skty-two percent of the respondents oppose arts in the
budget of the Phoenix Arts Commission (Bbir, Pijawka, and Steiner, ibid.).
important to note that the demand for public art in the

City of

It is

Phoenix is in many

ways attributed to the participation of the cornrnunw in the actual production of the
art works.

It is believed that this participation enhances the residents' self-worth

because they ars part of the process in working to preserve and protect their local
environment (Blair, Pijawka, and Steiner, ibid.). This kind of engagement creates
dialogue between the artists and the cornmunity, and strengthens the sense of place
and the quality of civic life in their a t y (Blair, Pijawka, and Steiner, ibid.).

3. In the surnrner of 1990, the Public Art Commissions Agency in Birmingham, an

independent public art agency under appointment by the Cardiff Bay Development
Corporation, published 'The Strategy for Public Art in Cardiff
pp.52-3).

Bay" (Medlyn, 1992,

The Development Corporation endorsed the strategy and agreed thaî

public art could be relevant to its core objectives of urban renewal. They then set up
an independent organization, the Cardiff Bay AR Trust, to implement the strategy

(Medlyn, ibid.). The Devebprnent Corporation saw art had a role to play in creating
the dynamic -ng

for their urban environments by integraüng worlc into partiwlar

sites. The process encompassed the artist working as a professional alongside

others, such as architeds and engineers. in orddr to achieve greater success in

rejuvenating the urban fabric (Mediyn, ibid.).

These three models invoîved partnership between the public and private sedors and,
most impottantly, political willingness and leadership. The

City of Winnipeg,

by and

large, stands out as a &y with strong public engagement on economic and urban

development issues and the municipal government has played a lead d e in this effort
(Graham, Phillips and Maslove, 1998, pp. 236250). The City Council established an
economic development task force in 1989 to explore alternatives for economic
development and management. The task force induded people from both private and
the public sector in business, labour, ducation and other professions. The mandate of
the resutting economic development strategy induded community consensus on
economic action, involved community resource people from business and not-for-pmfÏt
sectors in the decision-making process in dealing with social and unemployment issues,

and the redevelopment of areas of urban dedine (Graham, Phillips and Maslove, ibid.).
This strong will and desire of Winnipeggen to work cdlectively in rejuvenating the uty
might stimulate the development of a biennial in the Exchange District as an urban
renewal catalyst. This could not oniy create more opportunities for ecunomic and urban
development, but also another possibility for the citizens of Winnipeg to collaborate on a
different front to renew the fabric of the city.

6.3 Recommendrtkns
The research to date and the interviews generated interest and indications of support

for an international visual aR biennial as a revitalization cataiyst in the Exchange
District. Successful development of this event will depend on the collaboration and

involvement of a wide range of organizations induding the municipal govemment and
the local community. The next stage of the research stiould then identify some of the

fotlowing:
1. An organirationat structure (with reference to other biennials)

2. Comparable institutions (museums, arts councils, school divisions, etc.)
3. The roles of the key players

4. A strategic plan

1. An organizaüonal structure (with reference to other bienniais)

An initial working gmup compnsed of professionals. communïty stakeholders, and
local government to identify issues wnceming the deveiopment of a biennial, and to
develop an organization chart in order to identify necessary components within the
organizational structure

-

biennials in other countnes wouM provide frame of

reference for this purpose.

2. Comparable institutions (museums, arts councils, school divisions, etc.)

Cuttural institutions wouid contribute to the success of an arts event such as a
biennial. These institutions provide knowledge in international communications, arts
administrations, implementation, fund-raising and marketing, and the organization of

arts events.

€ducational institutions aRcn partner with arts institutions such as

museums and art galleries in cf'eating out-reach and art-tour programs.

3. The roles of the key players
Once the suitable partners and organizations have been identified, the next step
would be to i d e m their d e s in the organization of the event- The extent of support
from local politicians, the level of collaboration between organizations. and the level

of educational cornponents, etc., could be identified at this stage. Previous biennials
provide the best frarne of referenœ in tenns of the level of involvement betweeri
players.

Clear identification of the organizaüonal strudures, roies of municipal

officials, staffs, artists, agencies in these other biennials should be amassed and
analyzed. Moreover, bringing in professionals in the field of city planningldesigning,
architecture, and legal consuking to organize the event would ensure the integration

of the event with the area's revitalization process, and would ensure pmper public
access and address safety, secunty and liabildy concems. Major key playen shouid

indude:
1. City officials:

They are crucial partners in the event and their contribution would include:

- Access to logistic and legal information
- Issue pemits needed in setting up the event
- Provide key resources to rany out public events such as policing, transportation
services and infrastructure maintenance.

2. Curator:
A successful international art event rsquires a armtor with strong vision and soli

background in curating international art exhibits, and experiena in networking within
the cuttural sedor. A curator with the right qualifications, aside from curating works of

art, will also have a background in fund-raising, communicating with people from

diverse cuttural backgrounds. and the abiiity to fuMll the mandate of the exhibition.
The nght curator sets the tone and content for the exhibit. It is. therefore, important to

search for a curator that has diplornatic slolls which enable him or her to artidulate
ideas with politidans, audiences, dev-pers,

promoters, wrnmunity leaders,

sponsors, artists and the like.

3. Volunteers organizer:
Volunteerism is a key to success for this kind of event- There is no doubt that
someone with experience in training and running large volunteer ofga~kations
should be invited to be on the planning cornmittem When a large number of local
citizens are involved in the event, it gives the public a sense of ownership of the
event, and, at the same time, contributes to promotions.
4. Other professionaîs:

The collaboration with local stakeholders, local artists, and business leaders would
be essential during ail phases. They should be brought in at the onset of the event

because they are the people that understand the trends and needs in the area.

4.A strategk pkn

Once the organirationai structure is in piaœ, and the d e s of the key players
i d e M i , the next step ~ioubdbe the devebpment of a strategic plan. The strategic
plan aims to pravide a f t a m ~ r kin the deveiopment of a biennial and long-term
vision for future developments. Important mponents within the plan should indude:
1. A Iist that identifies planning priorities. induding the timing and capacity of the

event.
2. A survey that identifies major conœms with local tenants and stakehdden

regarding the development of a biennial to be hosted in the Exchange District.
3. A study on the social and ecoriomic impads, and assessrnent of the levels of

urban revitalMion from other biennials.
4. An inventory of building stock wtiich identifies buildings with histonc designation,

buildings that are undenitilized or in great need of repairs in the Exchange District
including those that are both publicly and pnvately owned. As well, a mapping of
existing artists' studios and facilities should be drawn up. The produdion of site
maps using the Geographic Information System (GIS) would provide visual aids

for these purposes.
5. A feasibility study should indude the operating budget, and expenditures

expected from the event. It should also identify revenues from al1 available
funding agencies, sponsorships, marketing and promotion needs, and human
resources.

6.4 Summary of a bknnkl as an abmative dod

By creating art which expresses our most deeply held ideals, we generate the energy to

make those ideals a reality (Anon, 1999). It is possibk for art to examine the social
worid without losing its identity as art. Historic preservation acüvity in urban historic

districts has mntnbuted signifcantly to the revitalization of those distrids and, in
addition, has wntributed econornically, socialty, physically, and esthetically

to the

rejuvenation of their cities The preservation of irrepîaœable historic and architedudly

important properties, the restoration of exceptional buildings, and the renovation-'and
adaptive reuse of other noteworthy strudures has, in fact, encouraged a retum-to-thecity movement. The intrinsic value

of sound rieighborhoods, viable urban businesses,

and the unique role of the central city in the metropolïtan area have been recognïzed by
a wide range of grclups, induding the Federal govemrnent, the financial community, and
local govemment and civic leaders (Advisory Council on Historic Presewaüon, 1979,
pp. 1-14).

In order to revitalize a neighborhood, a colledive Mort is m u i d between the state,
the cdy, private/public institutions and the local w m m u n ~ .Alicia Langford, the author

of "Revitalizing New York's Main Street," (1997) describes the unspoken theory that if

you improve it, they will corne. Historic preservation that involves only the rehabilitation
of a couple of blocks saves only the buildings.

Revitalization of a historic district

requires more than just upgrading the building stock

- the process needs to encompass

the social dimensions of the wrnmunity.

To revitalize the Exchange District by

transforming the area into an artist's village needs to encompsss arts and cuiture as

well as the local history in the renwal pmœss. The intersst of a wide varMy of people
will be s p a k d .

It is crucial to involve all piayen and varbus tods neeâed for a

downtown renaissance (Langford 1997). The importanca of milaboration can never be
over emphasued. It is a powerful t w l that has captured the interest of preservatbnists,
planners. developers. architeds, designen, bankers and civic leaders alike.

CHAPTER 7: THE CONCLUSKIN
The City's intent to revitalize the Exchange Oistrid is M o i & to preserve the historic

warehouses and commercial buiidings in the a m , and, to rebuild the econornic
environment of the Distrid. My intent to explore the possibility of a biennial as cataiyst
in the revitalization of the Exchange Distrid was threefold: a biennial has the potentïal to
reutilize and upgrade historic structures in the Distrid; a bienniaf may act as a catalyst
in transfoming the Exchange District into a vibrant area with great potential for
subsequent economic growth; and, as stated by the interviewees, since there is a-lack
of dialogue between the artists and the community at large, a biennial may also
revitalize contemporary art by bridging the gap between Winnipeg's art communrty and
its general public.

This thesis presented in the opening chapter the purpose of proposing a biennial as
catalyst in the revitalization of the Exchange Distrid. I then explained in Chapter two
why the Exchange Oistrid offers potential in hosting a biennial. The City of Winnipeg

has, over the past two decades, been trying with limited success to redevelop the

District This chapter exarnined the legislative and proposed strategies and detemiined
neither one alone is sufficient to transforrn the District into a cukurally exciting area. A
biennial offers a creative aîtemative to facilitate the transformation

and, at the same

tirne, the potential to increase cuttural tourism with its subsequent economic spin-offs.
In addition, the architecture of the Exchange District setting provides a drarnatic

backdrop for an international contemporary exhibition.

Employing the arts as an urban raviVal tod is not new, such an approach ha$ been

used in many ci-

around the world.

Chapter three began by looking at the

importance of art to human spiritual devebpment, and exp(ained how the arts

encourage personai growth and foster indMdual seKsxpression. 1 then sxamined art
and its relationship to urban lejuvenation by citing examples of a few aties that have
employed the arts successfully in their urban demiopment planning.

As in any

redevelopment strategy, city officiais and developers often look ai the bottom line More
investing in the arts or employing the arts as a mival tool. The potential economic
spin-offs generated through the integration of the arts and urban renewal in other &es
were presented in the final section of this chapter.

A biennial is not only an international art exhibition. It is a social event and has been

describeci by curators to be the art equivalent of the Olympics. It attrads cultural

tourists and art lovers who travel ta the ment from all over the world- In order to
explore the characteristics of a biennial, the fourth chapter cited three international art
exhibitions as examples: the Tyne International for Contemporary Art Exhibition, the
Venice Biennale, and Documenta. Several key lessons from these examples were

highlighted, namely: the poor timing of the event and the ambguous locations of the
venues, the relevance and aesthetics of the works in the exhibas.

The City of Winnipg has much expetience in the organitatian of brge events such as
the New Music Festival, the Winnipeg Fdk FBStiVal,

and the most recent 1999 Pan

American Games, In order to explore the patential of a biennial, this thesis presented

the results fmm interviews with a spsatum of professionals and stakeholden in the
Exchange D
c
.tis
rti

Many ideas and issues wem generated through conversations with

the participants. For example, some suggested the devdopment of a special transit
system for the event, while others suggested tax incentives for property owners who
would provide spaces as venues for the event as well as getüng local business owners
to participate actively in the organizatiin of the event. Issues induding timing of the
event, funding resources, safety as wefl as the maintenance in the Ecchange District

were also brought up during the interviews.

Finaily, this thesis proposed the collaboration between strong leaders and local
communities in devefoping the biennial. In order to demonstrate how collective action is

the key for developing a biennial in the Exchange District, examples were cited from
Wichita, Kansas; Phoenix. Arizona; and Cardiff Bay, Southem Wales in Great Britain.

The development of a biennial event offers the potential to achieve at least the following

goals:

-

help differentiate the Exchange District and promote its unique identiiy

-

add a tangibk sense of quality

-

provide economic spin-offs
bridge the gap between existing local communiües and developers, whether in
public or private sectors, and

-

inspire future collaborations.

As this thesis represenfed a prsliminary attempt to asses the potential of a biennial to

act as a catalyst for urban revitalizat'in in Winnipeg's Exchange District, the thesis

doses with a number of rscommendatians for future msearch dre
ico
itns.

The follomng

would need to be undertaken M o r e a formal proposal could be drawn up:
1. Clear identifilcation of an organizational structure with Merence to other biennials

2. Development of a Iist of institutions to be invoived induding museums, arts wuncils,

school divisions, etc.
3. Clarification of the mles of the key players, and
4. Drafting of a strategic plan to provide the framework for the developrnent of a

biennial and long-terni vision for future development.

(Sample of questians sent fo patik(panfs pn'or to the interviWs)

Questions for interviens
All questions will be in an open-ended format.
The foHowing questions were designed to M p understand how cuttural workers, artists,
and stakeholders wiif respond to having the biennial in the Exchange District. All
personal data of the respondents wilf be kept in cornplete confidence and al1 information
obtained will be used in this reseafch study only.

Plea- allow up 20 îbrt)kîhm minutss Ibr ths InIbn/hw.
participation.

Th.nk y w b r j t w f

1. Have you visited any biennials before? If yes, what did you think of the eflec2 the
biennial had on the city?
2. What did you think of a biennial in relation to urban renewal?
3. Do you think the biennial can be an integral part of the Exchange District's
revitalization process?
4. Do you think the biennial will help promote cultural tourisrn and Mer economic and
employment benefits?
5.What kind of concems wouid you have about the development of a biennial in the
Exchange District?
6 . What kinds of concens would you have regarding the development of a biennial in its
relation to Winnipeg as a whole?
7,What kinds of logistical cuncems would you have about the developrnent of a biennial
in the Exchange Distrid?
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